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 staff writer       
On Monday night the student senate 
voted down a resolution which favored 
implementing a forgiveness policy. 
A forgiveness policy would allow a 
t student to retake certain courses with 
only the new grade factoring into his 
GPR. Only a class with a final grade of 
a D or F could be repeated. 
* There would only be a limit of three 
courses, two major or general education 
requirements and one elective, which 
t could be retaken under the forgiveness 
policy. 
Another    stipulation     was     that 
although the new grade would have 
* counted toward the GPR, the original 
class and grade would still appear on the 
transcript. Students would also have to 
* secure approval from their advisor to 
repeat a course under this policy. 
According to Will Aiken, student 
senate president, a similar policy was 
» actually passed by the student senate 
twice before. 
The first was on Feb. 2, 1992, and 
.then on Sept.  28.  Dr. Jerome Reel, 
senior vice provost, said that it was 
"apparently not formally presented to 
the Commission of the Undergraduate 
•Studies." 
The proposed 1992 forgiveness pol- 
icy was considerably more liberal. Once 
,a student repeated a course, the original 
grade would be expunged  from the 
record. 
Though this policy had been signif- 
icantly altered, many members of the 
student senate found it objectionable in 
any form. 
. Ted Swann, academic chair of the 
Student Senate,voted against the policy 
because he felt it would "damage 
Clemson University's academic integri- 
ty" and is "inconsistent with Clemson's 
demand for excellence." 
Sophomore Kimberly Bryson, who 
file photo —, . ni n
Since two previous "forgiveness policies" were not formally presented to the 
Commission of the Undergraduate Studies, a third policy was introduced. This policy 
was declined by student senate. The Senate fears damage to academic integrity 
voted in favor of the policy, said, "I 
don't feel it will lower our academic 
standards because it's not that liberal a 
policy." 
Senior Brian Suber, chief of staff, 
strongly supports the forgiveness policy 
and pointed out that other schools, like 
Florida State and N.C. State, have simi- 
lar policies. 
Sophomore senator Shawn Smith 
argued that Clemson should not "lower 
our standards to match other ACC 
schools." 
Suber also contracted various Ivy 
League schools but had not yet received 
any feedback on their grading policies. 
Other concerns raised at the meeting 
were that it would promote irresponsi- 
bility in students and cause overflow in 
certain classes with more students 
repeating them. 
Suber had also feels that overall it 
would have been "more accommodat- 
ing academically" to the student who 
for one reason or another did poorly in a 
class but has the incentive to repeat it. 
He feels the forgiveness policy rein- 
forces the idea that the purpose of grad- 
ing should be to reward, not penalize. 
Obviously disappointed with the 
final vote, Suber maintains that an over- 
whelming majority of the student body 
favors this policy. "I just hope that these 
students who strongly supported this 
policy will contact their senators," said 
Suber. 
Even if the Student Senate had 
passed this resolution, it most likely 
would not have been implemented until 
fall 1996. 
Any academic policy of this magni- 
tude must be reviewed by the 
Commission of the Undergraduate 
Studies and the faculty Senate. 
The academic council would then 
have studied it, and the ultimate deci- 
sion would belong to President Curris 
and the Board of Trustees. 
.$400,000 collected from parking citations 
PERMIT 
SALES 
Commuter permits sold 5,204 
Actual Commuter spaces available 4,476 
Clemson House Resident permits sold 
Actual Clemson House spaces available 
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 staff writer  
Many people, not aware of 
the parking regulations during 
the first days of classes, were 
surprised to come back to their 
cars with a manila envelope on 
their windshield. If you can 
relate to this, you are not alone. 
From January through July, 
21,854 parking citations were 
issued. In just August alone, 
4,515 parking citations were 
issued. Just under $400,000 
has been collected in parking 
fines from January through 
August. This does not include 
money from parking permit 
sales. 
Money collected goes 
toward various functions to 
facilitate the parking situation 
on campus, such as shuttle 
buses and employees, con- 
struction of new parking lots, 
on-campus patrol officers, and 
ticket traffic control adminis- 
trative operations. 
For the most part, parking 
permit sales have gone down 
from last year to this new 
school year, which is in con- 
trast to the higher student 
enrollment rate for 1995. 
While there are only 4,476 
legal commuter spaces avail- 
able, 5,204 commuter permits 
were sold. 
The biggest shortage would 
be that for Clemson House res- 
idents. There are 226 allotted 
spaces and 270 permits were 
sold. There are other options 
for their parking in undesig- 
nated areas or any permit sec- 
tions, but a long walk is 
required. The parking spaces 
are there, but usually not as 
close for one's personal conve- 
nience. 
"Parking on campus usual- 
ly doesn't bother me," com- 
mented Trisha Johnson, a 
senior student. "I'm just used 
to walking a distance to get to 
where I have to go by now, but 
■    ■ 'M 




Lightsey Bridge apartment residents feel that they are being neglected due to poor 
landscaping. The problems range from over grown weeds and grass to trees 
completely covering lightposts that could hinder safe lighting. 
Complaints heard from Lightsey Bridge 
NATASHA PAGE 
assist, news editor 
Recently, residents of Lightsey 
Bridge apartments have been complain- 
ing about not being treated as fairly as 
other apartments or dormitories on cam- 
pus. 
There have been complaints con- 
cerning landscaping about overgrown 
weeds, grass, and bushes. Additional 
problems are trees completely covering 
lightposts and erosion problems behind 
particular buildings. 
All of these problems have been due 
to lack of maintenance, even though 
have been made to Housing. 
Residents are also upset because the 
apartment complex is the most expen- 
sive housing. Residents pay around 
$1100 per semester in comparison to 
other living facilities on campus which 
do not pay as much. 
Yet other facilities on campus have 
had no major problems with landscap- 
ing. According*© residents, housing has 
offered to let them do some of the land- 
scaping. 
Over the past few days, a work crew 
has been attempting to improve the area 
by clearing off the sidewalks. 
"I feel that we're being neglected. 
We're students, we pay to live here, and 
we need a little landscaping done," said 
Chad Gantt, resident assistant. 
Amy McCabe, a graduate student in 
guidance counseling, said "They have 
come through and done some part but 
for the most part, it's been the same. 
For the amount of rent that residents 
pay, there should be a budget where the 
grounds are kept up." 
"They're excluding us," stated 
Steward James, a sophomore in finan- 
cial management. 
"Because we're not around the cen- 
ter of campus like other apartments, 
we're not first priority." 
A work crew has been trying to live 
up to the residents' demands by attempt- 
ing to improve the area. "It's way below 
Holocaust Awareness Month 
satisfactory," said Brian McCord, a 
senior in mechanical engineering. 
Adrienne Geruf, landscape manager 
at Facilities, Maintenance, and 
Operations stated that housing and FM 
&0 are not intentionally trying to upset 
students but because of the unavailabil- 
ity of funds, it's very difficult to assist 
them. 
"People in this department work 
hard," said Geruf. 
"We're understaffed now, and we're 
trying to hire more people... 
"We don't have the money to spend 
on the things that matter to the students, 
and we've been told that there are secu- 
rity problems in other parts of housing, 
so the staff has been very busy with 
that." 
Geruf also noted that housing main- 
tenance workers had to be pulled off of 
family housing (there have been numer- 
ous security threats in this area) in order 
to take the time to clear off the side- 
walks at Lightsey Bridge. 
United Methodist Wesley Foundation sponsors 
Holocaust Memorial Museum visitation to D.C. 
HEATHER KAY 
staff writer 
On Friday, September 15, a group of 
students and faculty went on a trip to 
Washington, D.C, sponsored by the 
United Methodist Wesley Foundation 
and the history department. 
The main purpose of the trip was to 
visit the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum in commemoration 
of Holocaust awareness month. 
However, the students were also given 
time to explore the rest of the city. 
The tour of the museum on Saturday 
began with a brief orientation concern- 
ing the layout of the museum. At this 
time everyone was given an identifica- 
tion card describing a person who lived 
in a concentration camp during the 
Holocaust. The tour guide explained 
that this was done to personalize the 
journey through the museum. 
Greg Davidson expressed his opin- 
ion that "the hatred of the Jews wasn't 
as scary as the fact that Hitler and his 
followers could meticulously and sys- 
tematically destroy a whole group of 
people." 
The exhibits extended through four 
floors, each floor featuring a different 
aspect of the Holocaust from the arrest 
of millions of Jews to their liberation. 
There were also several films people 
could watch that highlighted events 
such as Hitler's orations and famous 
post-war trials. It took approximately 
four hours to tour the museum which 
actually contains almost 28 hours of 
information. At the end of the tour, a 
Holocaust survivor spoke to the group 
in an open section of the museum and 
attracted many other onlookers. 
On Saturday night, there was an 
file photo 
Clemson students and staff visited the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum compliments of the United Methodist 
Wesley Foundation and the history department. 
open discussion where sever- 
al students voiced their feel- 
ings about what they had 
seen in the museum. "The 
strong point of the museum," 
explains Diana Dimitrova, 
"is that it showed not only 
how horrible it was, but that 
there were people who made 
a difference." 
The museum did show the 
most horrible images con- 
cerning the treatment of the 
Jews, but it also paid tribute 
to those people who risked 
their own lives to hide and 
protect them. One student, 
Dori Futch, summed up the 
whole trip to the museum by 
saying that "it gave me a profound 
appreciation for life." 
It is essential  that people try to 
understand and learn from the 
Holocaust in order to pass the stories 
and lessons on to the next generations. 
DELTA AG company 
donates $500,000 
CLEVELAND, Miss. (AP) - 
A Bolivar County agricultural 
business has made a $500,000 
gift to an endowment supporting 
Delta State University's new 
Performing Arts Center. 
"D&PL's gift is by far the 
most significant one to date," 
Wyatt said, "and is all the more 
welcome because it comes from a 
Delta company that is a good 
neighbor and long-time friend of 
the university." 
D&PL's $500,000 gift brings 
the endowment total to $1.3 mil- 
lion, according to Don Skelton, 
director of Alumni and 
Foundation at Delta State. 
The 37,000-square foot center 
features state of the art acoustics, 
lights and a stage and orchestra 
pit that will accommodate 
Broadway plays. 
Delta & Pine Land, headquar- 
tered in Scott, is the world's 
largest breeder, producer and 
marketer of cotton seed and is 
also a major breeder, producer 
and marketer of soybeans for 
Southern farmers. 
Founded in 1911, it has opera- 
tions in Scott and Hollandale, as 
well as research, production and 
distribution facilities in cotton 
growing states from California to 
the Carolinas. 
Attorneys seek men- 
tal evaluation of for- 
mer MC president 
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - 
Attorneys for former Mississippi 
College president Lewis Nobles 
want an independent mental eval- 
uation before a judge decides 
whether he should stand trial on 
charges ranging from money- 
laundering to sex offenses. 
Doctors at a Springfield, Mo., 
federal psychiatric hospital 
reported Aug. 28 that Nobles, 69, 
is now competent to stand trial. 
That decision reverses a position 
the experts took in an April 28 
report. 
"In order to permit the earliest 
possible hearing on his compe- 
tency to stand trial, we do not 
expect to oppose the request that 
he be independently evaluated," 
said U.S. attorney BradPigott. 
The Clinton resident is 
accused of diverting $3 million in 
contributions intended for 
Mississippi College, a private 
institution in Clinton. In addition 
to money-laundering, Nobles is 
charged with mail fraud, tax eva- 
sion and violation of the Mann 
Act, which involves allegations 
of causing someone to cross state 
lines to commit a sex offense. 
Nobles fled the state and was 
arrested by federal agents at a San 
Francisco hotel Jan. 26. He swal- 
lowed poison as FBI agents 
closed in. 
He has been treated twice at 
the US, Medical Center for 
Federal Prisoners in Springfield. 
PA College wins 
appeal in tax case 
HARRISBURG (AP) - 
Commonwealth     Court     has 
see NEWS BRIEFS, 6A 
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Bill Harder (pictured), guard on the basketball team, Byron 
Harder, physician, Lillian Harder, performing arts 
professor, make up the ideal Clemson family. Story Tuesday 
  




MARI LINN LOVE 
 news editor 
B e g i n n i n g 
October 1, the escort 
system will under go 
some changes due to 
the students abuse of 
its system. 
According to 
Police Chief Lonnie 
Saxon the current 
escort system has 
"turned into a taxi ser- 
vice and it was devel- 
oped for safety mea- 
sures." 
Services will only 
be provided from the 
outer parking lots of 
Rl, R2, R3, PI and 
Cl. The service will 
run from 10 p.m. to 7 
a.m. 
All other calls will 
be received by the 
shift supervisor if a 
car needs to be dis- 
patched for emer- 
gency reasons. 
"We have to draw a line 
somewhere. This [escort] 
system has started to inter- 
fere with the police service," 
commented Saxon. 
Saxon also commented 
that the shuttle systems were 
designed for students who 
want a ride across campus. 
The shuttles will still run 
every fifteen minutes for 
students convenience. 
ffle photo 
A reformed escort service 
is set to take effect at the 
beginning of October. 
Police will still provide 
escorts to Redfera if an 
ambulance is not needed. 
Saxon also commented 
that police officers have gen- 
erously offered students 
rides. He hopes this will con- 
tinue. However, escort ser- 
vice will be not provided for 
students who just want a ride 
from one academic building 
to another at night. 
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Governmental bodies are respon- 
sible for overseeing the interest 
of their constituents. Although 
we are accustomed to the concept of 
interest in terms of elected officials 
keeping their campaign promises, we 
often overlook, if not forget, these 
promises after a new crop of elected 
officials gain office. 
Fortunately, even though many are 
blinded by competing rhetoric, most 
governmental initiatives impacting 
the voter interests instituted by older 
generations are followed through by 
the newer generations. 
Juste asihewlywelected government 
officials abide by the commitments as 
well as follow through with existing 
initiatives of their predecessors, any 
governmental body, no matter what 
its level of significance, in order to be 
effective, must do the same. 
It's a fact of life that faces and 
agenda change but promises must be 
kept. If this were not the case, 
progress would slow to a snail's pace 
and inevitably cease and a palatable 
quality of life would not longer exist. 
Think about how adversely 
impacted the quality of life and cer- 
tainty in life in America would be if 
this were not the norm. The result 
would jiot be mere gridlock but utter 
chaos and pandemonium. 
While it escapes the national 
political scene, confusion and disar- 
ray is the foundation of Clemson 
University Student Government. 
Student government has miserably 
failed its constituents — the students. 
As faces and agendas change promis- 
es and commitments are forgotten 
and neglected. While their past blun- 
ders have merely cost them cred- 
itability, every student is paying the 
price of their most recent miscue. 
In April of 1991 student govern- 
ment members who had been 
appointed to manage the copier oper- 
ation were charged with breach of 
trust after the two allegedly stole 
more than $1,700 of the copier 
money. 
Later that same year, Cooper 
Library took over the copier service. 
In return the library agreed to pay 
student government a percentage of 
copier sales. In addition, the library 
promised that by the Fall of 1994 
copier costs would be reduced to a 
nickel per copy. 
Indeed a nickel may be a paltry 
sum for some, but student govern- 
ment failing to follow through with 
their commitment is not too small to 
forget. It's not the money but the 
principle. Traditionally, any govern- 
mental body that has failed to guard 
the interest of its constituents has 
been overthrown or abolished. 
Perhaps, it's time to abolish stu- 
dent government. At worst, students 
would still be paying 10 cents for 




In recent years, the student govern- 
ment has proposed to the undergraduate 
commission a forgiveness policy. 
In short, this policy would allow stu- 
dents to replace a poor grade by retak- 
ing the class, effectively striking the 
original grade from their transcript and 
GPA. 
This policy would, if enacted, lower 
the academic standards of Clemson 
University. Allowing students to simply 
retake a class they have done poorly in 
eliminates a realistic record of that stu- 
dent's performance. 
Not only would the final GPA of that 
student be unrealistic, but those students 
who made sufficient grades the first 
time around would be denied the com- 
petitive edge which they both earned 
and deserve for doing the right thing. 
Currently, when an employer or 
graduate admissions officer receives a 
transcript of a Clemson student, then 
they are offered an accurate and realistic 
report of that student's history at 
Clemson. 
Were the forgiveness policy intro- 
duced, Clemson transcripts would lose 
their validity. Many students who 
earned sub-standard grades would never 
be held accountable for their actions 
and GPAs would reflect a better, yet 
inflated and inaccurate, assessment. 
To the student who has performed 
poorly at Clemson, the forgiveness pol- 
icy may sound appealing. 
But to the students who have, from 
day one of their college experience, 
consistently performed above average, 
this policy of forgiveness is a slap in the 
face. 
In terms of respect for the 
University, Clemson would join the 
ranks of other institutions that feel it is 
necessary to report an inflated perfor- 
mance of their students' progress. 
Although several other prominent 
schools do employ this method of grad- 
ing, Clemson should not give its critics 
yet another point on which to claim 
mediocrity. 
Our Position: ■ 
A forgiveness policy 
would lower 
academic standards. 
Clemson is an outstanding academic 
institution which is, unfortunately, 
plagued with a myriad of problems 
already. 
Clemson is always on the verge of 
being hamstringed by a meager budget, 
as evidenced by the untimely demise of 
the wrestling program last year. 
That action and other budget casual- 
ties, are enough ammunition for those 
who subscribe to the all-dirt-roads-lea£- 
to-Clemson-attitude. 
Our academic programs have 
enough problems as is, we should npt 
go out of our way to compound them. 
In summation, the undergraduate 
commission should closely examine the 
long-term effects of a forgiveness poli- 
cy. 
The academic reputation of 
Clemson is an intangible which has 
taken years to create but could easily be 
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The Tiger CLEMSON PERSPECTIVE/5A 
Letters to the Editor 
Attendance policy rejected 
iii 
To the editor: 
In the Sept. 15, 1995 edition of The 
Tiger, Editor in Chief Mike Burns wrote 
a column entitled "College Shouldn't 
Be Like High School." I not only agree 
with the principles expressed in your 
editorial, I conduct my classes in a fash- 
ion that depends on students being 
adults. I do not require class attendance, 
I do not require homework, I invite stu- 
dents to come late or leave early. (I do 
require that they show courtesy to their 
classmates.) I do warn them that I will 
not do anything to force them to work. I 
hope that I balance these policies by 
doing the best I can to aid students who 
work on the course material. I not only 
have copious office hours, but also give 
my students my home phone number to 
call seven days a week for any help that 
I can provide. 
However, your readers should know 
that you are substantially incorrect in 
saying that one would be "hard- 
pressed" to find departments that do not 
have class attendance policies; mathe- 
matical sciences does not have such a 
policy. I called Chemistry, Physics and 
Forestry, and they have no such policy. 
I don't know how much harder I should 
have pressed. 
Most seem to think that it is desir- 
able to have professors teaching ele- 
mentary courses as opposed to TA's; 
well, the price is that they run their 
classes like they think is best. While I 
disagree with many of my colleagues 
on class attendance, they do it because 
they think it best for their students. I do 
not presume to know better. 
Bob Hammond 
Professor, Mathematical Sciences 
Letters policy. Letters to the 
Editor are subject to editing for space 
and style. Anonymous letters will not 
be published. Name and phone num- 
ber should be included. Letters must 
be typed and sent to: 
Letters to the Editor 
The Tiger 




Question: Do you think a forgiveness policy 




Yes. Many colleges have 





Yes. People should be 




Yes. Some students are 
really interested in 




Yes. Mistakes shouldn't 
affect bur entire future 




Yes, 1 think Clemson 
should have a forgiveness 
policy. 




To the editor: 
Tuition and fees are continually on 
the rise, and the ticket witches are on 
the rampage once again. I've figured 
out where the money is going: it's being 
wasted on those silly double doors 
found in buildings all over campus! 
This is an obviously unnecessary fea- 
ture, since people insist on using one 
door for both "in" and "out" traffic (see 
Harcombe). One door for each direc- 






requested ° i 
To the editor: 
I noted with interest the political 
cartoon about President Clinton and 
smoking in your Sept. 12 issue. I would 
appreciate it if you or your cartoonist 
would let me and other readers know 
where he or she got the information that 
40% of President Clinton's "campaign 
funds are donated by Phillip Morris." 
Freedom of the press, even freedom 
for cartoonists, is very important. But 
the press also has an obligation not to 
lie, and, until you show me otherwise, I 
think the statement in the cartoon is just 
that, a lie! I expect something better 







I saw another car towed from in 
front of my apartment at 
University Ridge on Tuesday 
night. 
Had my roomate Ryan been with 
me, he would have yelled a statement 
which echoes the sentiments of 
everyone I know, "Get a real 
*©!?:%# job. I hate you." 
But I was alone, and I understood 
how futile any protest, however deri- 
sive, would have been. Instead, I save 
my gripes for the printing press. 
Why does the University feel it is 
necessary to have 24-hour employee 
parking spots anywhere, much less in 
front of off-campus housing? I real- 
ize that the University owns this land, 
but it shouldn't create regulations that 
are devised solely to produce rev- 
enue, at the expense of Clemson stu- 
dents-we're talking millions of dol- 
lars here. 
Americans want accountability, 
and I will attempt to provide that. In 
all of the columns and articles I have 
published about the parking situation, 
I have yet to receive even a phone 
call from the Parking and Traffic 
Control office. This tells me one of 
two things: either they don't care 
about student concerns, or they don't 
read The Tiger and don't know any- 
one who does. JvV3i, „ 
n^rnrrLean (BnJiyj<as&irfiie;'.tiia/k Ufaey. have 
seen The Tiger and just don't give a 
damn. There is a parking regulation 
problem they won't talk about. Is 
there a Clintonian mentality here— 
don't ask, don't tel—that I am not 
aware of? 
What's the problem, you ask? In 
the month of August alone, 4,515 
tickets were issued. Enough said. 
In Clemson, they tell me the park- 
ing buck stops with Joe Granger over 
at University Square. Until someone 
tells me otherwise, I'll heap my limit- 
less praise on him. 
From now on, I urge everyone 
who gets a ticket they think is unwar- 
ranted to let Mr. Granger know how 
you feel, 656-2270. (Note: I'm brave 
enough to bash the parking control 
only because I don't have a car any- 
more. It would be a safe bet that if I 
still did, it would be plastered with 
little golden envelopes, 24-7.) 
(fht 
LOT 
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Campus briefs ^ /i 
continued from 2A  
restored tax-exempt status for 
Washington & Jefferson 
College in a case closely mon- 
itored by other colleges and 
universities. 
In a 4-3 decision Friday, 
Commonwealth Court ruled 
that the college in Washington 
County qualifies as a "purely 
public charity' and should be 
exempt from local real estate 
taxes. 
The decision reversed a 
lower-court ruling that had 
stripped the private, liberal arts 
college of its tax-exempt sta- 
tus. 
The case stems from a 1993 
decision by the local Board of 
Assessment, which determined 
that 87 properties owned by the 
college were exempt from real 
estate taxes. 
Smider said the case 
involves more than $300,000 
in tax revenues. 
ID College 
responds to direc- 
tive with class 
reductions 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - 
The elimination of 34 class 
sections is one of Lewis-Clark 
State College's responses to 
Gov. Phil Batt's call for state 
budget reductions. 
"I don't believe we had any 
other choices," school 
President James Hottois said 
Monday. "We looked at every- 
thing." 
Classes such as English 
composition and psychology, 
"which have more than one sec- 
tion, were specifically targeted. 
As a result, Hottois said he 
expects class sizes to increase. 
Special arrangements might 
be necessary, but students will 
not be kept from graduating as 
a result, said Ken Harris, 
school budget director. 
College officials had seven 
working days to respond to the 
governor's order that agencies 
identify budget items that 
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S.A. Peck & Co. 
55 E. Washington, Chicago, IL 60602 
For a Free 32-Page Color Catalog 
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Week Seminars 
* Did you know that Muslims believe 
in the second coming of JESUS? 
* Did you know that Jesus predicted 
the coming of PROPHET 
MUHAMMAD? 
* Did you know that the Pilgrimage 
to Mecca changed MALCOLM X's 
Were you stumped by the above questions? Would you 
like to know more about Islam and the Muslims? Then 
you should make a note of the seminar dates below: 
10/2 Mon. Lee Hall Rm#111 8-9 
p.m. Islamic Society 
10/3 Tue. Brackett Aud. 8-9 p.m. 
Muhammad-The Final Prophet 
10/4 Wed. Brackett Aud. 8-9 p.m. 
Jesus in the Quran 
10/5 Thur. Brackett Aud. 8-9 p.m. 
Women in an Islamic Society 
(for women only) 
CLASSIC PH0T06RAPHY, INC. 
Immediate Openings for 
Photographers 
$6 to $9 per hour 
Part-time weekends and evenings 
Own transportation a must 




Lunch in 19 Minutes 
or it's free! 
Niffar's ?\ace will guarantee 
your lunch will be delivered 
to your table in 19 minutes 
or you don't pay! 
MI 
• • • 
4UD College Avenue (the Shops of- College Place; 
ormerly W.J. Brea's Restaurant 
653-7522 
Offer good Monday-Friday from 11:OOam-2:OOpm 
■lock starts from the time you place your order. 
Notice to Resident Students 
If your vehicle is parked on the grass or otherwise not In a marked space, 
you must move it promptly to a proper parking space. Vehicles that remain 
parked in violation will receive parking citations and may be towed. 
Cars parked on the grass are impairing the ability to mow and otherwise maintain healthy 
lawn areas which make our campus so beautiful. Those parked on driveways and curbs are 
impairing the ability to deliver services to resident students including safe shuttle bus and 
emergency vehicle operation in the parking lots. They also impair fellow student's ability to 
see beyond parking lot aisles and to safely operate their cars. 
Parking Regulations require you to move your car from R-03 parking lot not later than twelve 
hours prior to the start of a home varsity or NFL football game. If you move your car and tha 
R-02 parking lot is full, you may park in R-01 (the east campus resident lot) or in the P-01 
parking lot, located north of the Fire Station at the intersection of McMillan and Newman 
Roads. The Yellow Route (evening) and Blua Route (day) shuttle busses will transport you 
from P-01 to the east Library cul-de-sac. The Green Route will continue to be extended to 
include a stop in the R-01 parking lot on Friday and Sunday evenings when the Tigers or 
Panthers are playing football in Death Valley during the weekend. 
Thank you for your understanding and immediate compliance. Questions? Call us at 
656-2270 
Your Parking Services Department 
library 
South Palmetto Blvd 
<£ 
Eas Camp JS 
Blue I Inuti; 
ShiiM : tins 
t North Cherry Road 
Reminder 
All resident vehicles must be relocated from areas reserved for NFL Panthers 
parking no later than 1 arn on Sunday morning, September 17, 1995.  
'Zfelfi^ul ^etHlttde^i fauu, Stccetettt tyavcwtuettt 
September 22,1995 
Reckless driver 
seen by police 









University police witnessed 
a gray Ford pickup truck being 
* driven in a reckless manner 
along the A Street extension on 
Sept. 12. Marc Osgood was the 
• suspect in this incident, but 
was not arrested. 
, Police respond to 
domestic violence 
University police respond- 
ed to a call at the Brooks 
Center parking lot about a man 
.hitting a woman. James 
Stanley Minus has been identi- 
fied as the suspect in this 
domestic   violence   incident. 
*Mr. Minus could not be located 
so no arrests have been made. 
.Two arrested for 
drunk driving 
Police arrested two sus- 
pects on Sept. 8. David Eglain 
was arrested for driving under 
•the influence, having an open 
container in a moving automo- 
bile and for not havine a S.C. 
drivers license. John 
McWhorter was also arrested 
for having an open container in 
a moving automobile and for 
possession of marijuana. 
False 91 I calls cre- 
ate havoc for PD 
Between the dates of Sept. 
8 and Sept. 17, seven 911 hang- 
up calls were made. 
The 911 number is for 
emergencies only. Other med- 
ical services are provided 
through Redfern. If you need 
assistance please do not hesi- 
tate to call the campus police 
department at 656-2222. 
The Tiger NEWS/7A 
Be A Teacher 
1-800-45-TEACH 
MMim a®TO 
825 W.N. 1st Street 
Seneca, SC 29678 
Phone # 882-0367 
Comforters, Blankets, Millions Of Buttons, Zippers & Thread 
Yards & Yards Of Cloth 
Gifts, Ladies Shirts, Etc. 
Alterations 





Clemson Campus Ministers' Association is committed to 
developing- a religious atmosphere on the Clemson 
campus in which religious learning and practice is 
encouraged, diverse faith traditions respected, and high 
pressure proselytizing is discouraged. 
B'nai B'rith Hillel 
Richard Klein 656-3746 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
Tim Willis 654-4101 
Catholic Student Association 
Mike Kerrigan 654-7804 
Patti Grip 
Episcopal Campus Ministry 
(Canterbury) 
Tom Davis 654-5071 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
Chris Heavner 654-4232 
Presbyterian Student Association 
Steve Price 654-9207 
Alicia Perry 
Reformed University Fellowship (PCA) 
David Sinclair 653-4118 
Jerdone Davis 
United Methodist Campus Ministry 
(Wesley Foundation) 
Ron Singleton 654-4547 
Affirmative Action Forum 
September 28, 1995 
Brackett Auditorium 
7:00 - 9:00 RM. 
Sponsored By: Minority Council 
FRIDAY 
Sept. 29 













If you thought SC ETV was just for nerds, think again. With 
programs and specials like "Eric Clapton: Unplugged," 
"Women in Rock" and "The Eagles," South Carolina ETV can 
jam with the best. m^ 
f 
Premiering  Sunday, September 24, Rock & Roll, a five night 
"rockumentary" told by the artists and performers who made it 
happen...guaranteed to blow away your pocket protector. 
South Carolina ETV. Television 101. Rock on. 




Television Thai Teaches and Inspires. 
8A/NEWS 
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file photo 
With more than 4,500 tickets given in August, 
and more than 21,000 between January and 
July, students worry about parking areas. 
Parking 
problems 
continued from 1A  
it is a problem whenever I just 
need to stop at the post office, 
bookstore, or just want to get a 
bite to eat." 
Parking on game weekends 
is the biggest problem. 
Patrol officers suggest that 
walking whenever possible is 
the best and when driving, be 
patient. 
Judge Deborah Culler stat- 
ed that "towing will be 
enforced this weekend if stu- 
dents are not parked in desig- 
nated areas." 
Culler stated that the R2 
parking lot will be heavily 
patrolled this weekend. She 
noted that the new parking lot, 
across from the fire station, is 
available to students for game 
days. 
The PI lot is open for stu- 
dents who hold any parking 
permit. 
University Square sells 
their parking spaces for the 
Saturday and Sunday football 
games for ten dollars a space. 
• Josh Peter, 27, is no stranger to the 
valley. Formerly of the Anderson 
Independent-Mail, Josh brings his 
award-winning style to The State's 
coverage of Clemson sports and the 
ACC from our new Clemson sports 
bureau. 
• And be sure to enjoy special 
Saturday coverage of Clemson, 
and all your college favorites in our 
new colorful Game Day preview 
section every Saturday. 
Don't miss a day of SPORTS 
Qhd&lZtatc. 
South Carolina's Largest Newspaper 
Be very careful. 
YOU couw catch 
something from this 
man. Josh Peter is 
single-handedly spreading 
tiger fever This 
season, the final word 
from the tigers will 
come from ULie 
Joshllian, the 
man you'll find 111 
tlie place they call 
death Valley Go 
ahead, hang on his every word. 
But don't say 
we didn't warn you. 
FALL SEMESTER (8-24-95 thru 12-16-95) 
□ 7 Days (Monday - Sunday) $30.00 
□ 6 Days (Monday-Saturday) ...: $15.00 
□ 3-Day Subscription (Fri., Sat. & Sun.) $22.00 
Name '  
Delivery Address. 
Mailing Address _ 
City   State Zip 
Home Phone_ _Work Phone 
U Check Enclosed 
□ Please Bill Me 
Exp. Date  
U MasterCard   U VISA    U Discover 
Card #  
.Signature  
Mail To: 
The State newspaper 
Attn: Cashier 
I'.O. Box \W 
Columbia, SO 29202 
OR: 
Call 771-H.WOor 1-800-888-3566. 




Source Code: 730 
Kxpircs November 4, 1995     This offer not valid if you have subscribed in [Ac past .10 day. 
l'"or credit card and advance payments, please insert this card in an envelope and mail it to the address listed above. 
Join The Tiger staff. 
Expand your resume & earn money. 
Meetings are every Sunday, 8 p.m. in 904 Union. 
Wo -ptt n&a4 e^raw^Y^ 
■cite yu iifecj cp^tffag; kwt 
# do YoU ^^f ^ wifel 
NOW H1RJJNG 
fbr^f^ ?exarTng job 
in +he iced service ind ozbrf applf 
Ucafed in fV^e Shops ofGlte nace 
CHItfS 
urings • f irewater 





Part-time or Full-time Shifts 
Available, Flexible Schedules, Fast 
paced, Fun Working Environment, 
Meal Plans, Earn $8 to $15 per hour 
Management and Career 
Opportunities Available in a Growth 
Oriented Business 
Do You Fit the Mold? 
Please Apply in Person 
MOTI - Fri 3-6 p.m. (No phone calls please!) 
Easley - - See Amy @ 5616 Calhoun 
Memorial Hwy. 
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Dear Time Out: 
I am writing in regards to 
David Pollard's review of the 
Kids soundtrack in the Sept. 8, 
1995 edition of Time Out. Mr. 
Pollard was quick to dismiss 
the music he heard on the 
soundtrack. Most of his review 
was spent finding adventurous 
methods of bashing something 
he neither liked nor understood. 
What I would like Time 
Out's readership to understand 
is that the music compiled on 
the Kids soundtrack is recorded 
by some of the most important 
and influential musicians of our 
time... and I am not exaggerat- 
ing when I say this. 
Even if I were to ignore the 
importance of the contributing 
artists to original music of 
today, I would still come out 
liking the music on the Kids 
soundtrack. I know it's not for 
everyone (even though it fea- 
tures a wide variety of sounds), 
but I think it is worthwhile to 
be explored rather than dis- 
missed upon initial closed- 
minded listening. 
Mr. Pollard has to under- 
stand that, as a critic (and a 
paid one at that),, he has a 
responsibility to present a con- 
structive response to what he 
has heard on an album. 
The experience would be 
infinitely more educational for 
Mr. Pollard and his audience. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Gray 
Time Out welcomes any 
comments from its readers. 
Letters are subject to editing 
for space and style. No anony- 
. mous letters will be published. 
Send to: 
Time Out Mailbag 
PO Box 2097 
Clemson, SC 29632 


















Cover photo by: 
Tyrone Walker, 
head photographer 
Cover photo illustration by: 
David Baker 
The Tiger 
Dear Time Out: 
I am a former Clemson stu- 
dent and presently a proud 
Clemson grad and certified 
teacher. I was appalled at 
Michael Talbert's review of 
Dangerous Minds\ 
He shouldn't have gone to 
the movie just to see a "beauti- 
ful" Michelle Pfeiffer. The 
movie did have a plot and it was 
about the tough life of a teacher, 
student and the decision to stay 
in the education profession. 
His facts were very incor- 
rect. Please have him re-watch 
the movie! I am outraged at 
your lack of attention through- 
out the movie. 
Where was Mr. Talbert dur- 
ing this movie? Out to get some 
Dum-Dumsl The movie did 
show the gradual progression of 
her "illiterate criminal" stu- 
dents. 
If he had paid attention, Mr. 
Talbert would have realized that 
it was near the first of the year at 
. the beginning of the movie, and 
almost two hours later it was the 
end of the year. Hello? Was he 
too concerned with his movie- 
going partner enjoying the 
music instead of doing his 
"movie critic" job to notice 
that? Where on earth did he get 
that it was one week? 
This was a real life picture, 
not a fictitious violent movie or 
a made up script about a super- 
teacher out to save a bunch of 
military misfits. 
I truly feel sorry for Mr. 
Talbert, who derives out of 
Dangerous Minds tharMichelle 
Pfeiffer looks "rough" and the 
soundtrack is worth buying. I 
also feel sorry that this movie 
did not move you to feel sorry 
for America and our youth. 
Sincerely, 
Carol S. Ferguson 
Classes of '88 and '91 
Endangered Species 'R' Us 
Chris Haire 
guest columnist 
I had just finished eating 
my super value combo 
meal and stretched out 
across the couch, puffing 
away on an after-dinner mint, 
when this man came on the 
news talking about some 
New Age Noah, who was 
freezing embryos of animals 
on the verge of extinction. 
Good idea? So far, so 
good. 
Next, the New Age Noah 
came on and started explain- 
ing how lie and his col- 
leagues took a Northern 
White Rhinoceros embryo 
and implanted it into a female 
Southern White Rhinoceros 
and about a cross-species 
implantation ■■■■■■■■■ 
involving an 
African Ox and 
a standard of 
American Dairy 
Cow. 
All of this 





(unplanned   for 
the   So.   White 
Rhino   and   the ___^__ 
Dairy  Cow,   of 
course, but planned for the 
men and women with miner's 
lights  on  their heads  and 
scalpels in their hands) went 
the full term and, everything. 
Bravo.  Finally  some  good 
news     about     endangered 
species, right? 
Well, then some guy 
comes on, and he starts say- 
ing how it really doesn't mat- 
ter cause these "test-tube" 
embryos won't be reintro- 
duced to the wild. They'll be 
kept in zoos where little kids 
can throw peanuts and bubble 
gum at them on warm, sunny 
days. But at least they won't 
be extinct, right? 
Wrong. They will be 
extinct. Why? Because the 
animals will no longer be the 
same. 
How so, you say? Well, 
I'm talking about a severe 
personality change. I mean, 
they might look the same, but 
they sure won't act the same. 
See, that's what zoos do„ 
They take once ferocious and 
exotic animals and transform 
them into run down, audio- 
animatronics—imagine the 
Tiki House on slow-mo. Yeah, 
the lions still growl, and they 
still eat meat, but nothing's 
more than a Scooby Snack, 
given at carefully planned 
intervals or for rolling over or 
Yeah, the lions still growl 
and eat meat (in zoos), but 
nothing's more than a 
Scooby Snack, given at 
carefully planned inter- 
vals. .. Right Raggey? 
something equally perfor- 
mance-minded. Right 
Raggey? 
Yeah, I know, it wouldn't 
be a bad life, not worrying 
about getting food, defending 
your young and watching out 
for your own ass. However, 
zoos have created a popula- 
tion of animal junkies. 
How so? Well, you might 
give a lion one"dead sheep a 
day fulfilling his nutritional 
requirements and all that, but 
you're taking away the thrill 
of the hunt and the kill. And 
there's nothing the lion can 
do about it but wait for his 
next meal, craving a kill, but 
that just won't happen. All 
he's given is some diluted 
form of what he needs. 
From that point on, he will 
have a need that will never 
be satisfied. He's absolutely 
helpless to do anything 
about it. He's practically an 
rV-plugged, bed-ridden veg- 
etable. 
So what happens? He 
gets lazy. He gets depressed. 
He gets irritable. 
But most of all, he 
wants the thrill of the hunt 
and a fresh kill. When his 
master gives him that dead 
sheep, boy, he'll eat it down 
as quick as he can, trying to 
make the most out of it, 
knowing that this stuff 
•might be what he needs, but 
it ain't What he wants. It 
ain't what's in his blood. It 
ain't what gets his pulse rac- 
ing. 
As a result, what you 
end up having is all of these 
animals, constantly jonesing 
for some excitement and 
some real food, kind of like 
Fido at the dinner table. 
(Take it from me, bran and 
vitamin just don't cut it.) 
Now, with that in mind, 
.1 think we should just decide 
at this moment that it would 
be totally inhumane to intro- 
duce any more animals into 
captivity, no matter how 
grave their extinction situa- 
tion might be. After a couple 
hundred years or so of this 
kind of thing, we could have 
domesticated lions and 
tigers and bears, running 
around after sticks and ten- 
nis balls in our peaceful, 
suburban backyards. Then 
again, I've always wanted to 
have a pet lion. And a mon- 
key. And a zebra. 
itniniimiii mif 
Choice ' 
COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES 
OUR LISTENERS' TOP MUSIC CHOICES 
FOR THIS WEEK: 
1. Edwin MeCiin 
2. PHISHM Live One 
3. ButhlSixteen Stone 
4. Dangerous Minds/ Sndlrk 
5. Silvsrchair/ Frogslomp 
6. Ths Show/ Sndlrk 
7. Rancid/ And Out Came the Wolves 
8. Rod Hot Chili Pappars/ One Hot Moment 
9. Bone/ E1999 Eternal 
10. Widespread Panic/ Space Wrangler 
FULL SELECTION OF NEW CDs & TAPES 
OVER 3000 USED CDs!!! 
I H0®@ 
any used CD priced over $5 
•OPEN* 
Monday-Friday 10 to 8 
Saturday 10 to 6 Sunday 1:30 to 6 
200 VICTORIA SQUARE 
(on college ave. across from clemson post office) 
654-4041 
■ ■■■■■■■■I ■ r* 
Clemson Printers 
There are MANY reasons to make Clemson Printers your primer, and during this 
ten-week period, we will pfesent a lop-ten list of reasons to choose Cleimtm 
Printers as yo.ur printer. Reason ten was.TRADITION. This week, it's time for 
reason number nine. 
9. PERSISTENCE 
"I'm sony, we can't help you." — llave you ever heard this when calling a business'.' At Clemson 
Printers, we don't believe in saying no. We are dedicated lo helping you get what you need 
Chances are that we can lind a solution to your printing or copying need right away. One tRiig 
you can count on from Clemson Printers is the persistence to find an answer lo the most ditlicull 
of printing problems. Count on us to be die "we cun help you" printer. 
From jjie home office cil 500 Seneca Road (also 
known as "just pasl the Esso C 'lab "). here is thif 
week '.v 
Clemson Printers 
lap fen list! « 
TOP i o 
LIST 
CONTRIBUTE A TOP T.EN LIST TO 
THIS COLUMN! 
Do you have an ORIGINAL lop ten lisl 
lliul you would like lo share will) all of 
lite Clemson area? Select a TOPIC OF 
YOUR CHOICE (lonely ones will 
receive special treatment) Ihcn Pax us 
your lisl_at 654-2784 or mail il lo 
Clemson Primers, P.O. Box 1565. 
Clemson. SC 2y6j3. OR, bring il lo our 
offices al 50U Seneca Road (just pasl the 
lisso Club). Include your name and 
phone number, and look Tor your work 
here in [lie future! 
This Week's Lisl: lop Teh Pel Peeves oil honias Jefferson, 
founder of the University of Virginia 
10.        Writer's Block. 
9. Itial irritating scratching on die chalkboard lltal ^ 
Madison always did. 
8. When Washington would lake oul his leelh and 
ask him lo whittle. 
7. Powdered wigs. 
6. King George. 
5. Gelling almost lo Ihe end of the Declaration of * 
Independence only to lind thai "posterity" is 
misspelled. 
4. . People who couldn't pronounce "Monliccllo 
3. Charlollesville youngsters playing "ring and run" at 
his house on Ihe weekends. ^ 
2. The mess that lite Adams' left in Ihe Wesl Wing, 
and Ihe number One Pel Peeve ol 'Thomas Jefferson, 
lllc inevitable, yet unfair comparisons with George 
.IcTferson. 
Pur all of your Printing and t upying Ntatx. 
Clemson Printers 
your number one choice! 
654-2762 
Make 
















Qliday, Sept. 22 
•Purple Water at TD's. 
10:30 p.m. 
•Centerline at McP's. 
•Radio Flyer at Esso Club. 
10 p.m. 
•Richard Challen at Caffe 
Espresso. 9 p.m. Free. 
•Longineu Parsons Jazz 
Trio at the Brooks Center. 
8 p.m. $6. Call 656-RSVP. 
•Kareoke at Edgar's. 9 p.m 
•D.S.F. Earthcorps at 
Backstreets. 9 p.m. 
•Robin's Cradle at Henni's 
in G'ville. 
Saturday, SefU. 23 
•The Miser at Warehouse 
Theatre, Greenville (open- 
ing night). Call 235-6948. 
•Centerline at McP's. 10 
p.m. 
•Double Shot at Esso Club. 
10 p.m. 
•Cuttin' Heads at Be Here 
Now, Asheville. 
Monday, SefU. 25  
•Monday Night Football 
at Edgar's. 49ers vs. Lions. 
Free pizza! 9 p.m. 
Ittelday, SefU 26 
•The Illusion at the 
Brooks Center (Opening 
night). 8 p.m. $2. Call 656- 
RSVP. 
Wednesday, SefU. 27        4>uda4f, SefU. 29 
•TNT Music Acoustic 
Tournament at TD's. 9:30 
p.m. 
•Little Feat at Roxy 
Theatre, Atlanta. 8 p.m. 
Call Clemson Ticketmaster 
at 654-1200 before 1 p.m. 
•Jackopierce at Roxy 
Theatre, Atlanta. Call 
Clemson Ticketmaster at 
654-1200. 
•Shotgun at McP's. 
•Six String Drag and 
Motorcaster at Edgar's 
D.S.F. Earthcorps will be bringing 
their music to Backstreets tonight 
beginning at 9 p.m. 
lluiAldcuf., SefU. 28 
•Knocked Down Smiling 
at Backstreets. 9 p.m. 
•Bad Creek at Tiger Town 
Tavern. 10 p.m. 
•Ghandi (a film starring 
Ben Kingsly) at P&A audi- 
torium. 7 p.m. Free. Call 
654-6082. 
SatwidaH, SefU.  30 
•Shotgun at McP's. 10 
p.m. 
Monday, &ct. 2  
•Monday Night Football 
at Edgar's. Free pizza at 
halftime. 9 p.m. 
l4Jed*iei,daH, Oct. 4 
•TNT Music Acoustic 
Tournament at TD's. 9:30 
p.m. 
<JUn>udaH,  Oct. 5 
•Maze Featuring Frankie 
Beverly at Characters. 9 
p.m. 
•Pool tournament at 
Edgar's. 9 p.m. 
•Captain Cook and the 
Coconuts and the 
Jagerattes at Tiger Town 
Tavern. 10 p.m. 
Qudatf., Oct.  6  
•Mason Dixon at Esso 
Club. 10 p.m. 
•Shake the Skinnerbox, 
Drip and Gidget's Day 
Off at Edgar's. 9 p.m. 
•Seven Miles (formerly 
Rhythm Spindle) at TD's. 
10:30 p.m. 
JBW bfir H 
The Ti$er*s Roar 




Clemson University Student  Government 
i 
Currently Student Government is 
working on the following issues: 
Funding for Higher Education . 





Parking and Public Safety Problems 





University Court System 
Some important dates to remember: Your Student Senate is off to a roaring start! 
Minority Council is sponsoring an 
Affirmative Action Forum. 
Brackett Aud. Sept 28th 7-9PM. 
The Freshman Council is sponsoring 
The Guarding of The Rock" 
(Clemson vs. UGA) 
Oct 5th-6th until kick-off. 
If your organization would like to 
nominate a representative for the 
Homecoming Pageant, forms are 
available in your boxes. 
Student Courts: 
Student Traffic Review Board hears cases 
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, from 3:OOPM 
to 4:55PM. Also, Wednesdays from 7:00 to 8:00PM. 
Sign up for a time in the lobby of the Student 
Government Office. 
For other court information, contact the Student 
Government Office. 
They have just returned from retreat in N.C.. 
Lookout for tables set up in the loggia, they 
are ready to hear your concerns. Student Senate 
will be working on issues such as: Safety, Housing, 
Academic Affairs, Traffic and Parking, and Business 
Services. 
Student Senate meets Mondays at 7:00PM in 
the Student Senate Chambers. Anyone is welcome 
to the meetings. 




For additional information, watch your Clemson Cable News Station, 
Listen to WSBF at 1:00PM and 7:00PM daily, and for off-campus 
students watch Channel 4, Northland Cable News Station. . 
If you have any questions, suggestions ox 
problems, contact the Student Government 
Office at 656-2195 
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Is it real... or is it just an JJJjisj OH 9 
NEXT PLAY 
I he American L^ar, bi) 
OU student John Taqan, 
will premiere wet. 31.  I he 
plan will be entered in 
national plaijwpitinq com- 
petition in Washington, 
D.C. 
In the darkened Bellamy 
Theatre, a somewhat eccentric 
cast acts out particular parts of 
a play. The actors fine-tune 
their performances and put on 
the finishing touches so that 
the play can be enjoyed by 
everyone in attendance. 
JEFF MCQUILLEN 
staff writer 
The Clemson Players will take 
to the stage in Bellamy 
Theatre starting Wednesday, 
Sept. 27, for their first show of 
the fall with the production 
of The Illusion  by Tony 
Kushner. 
Kushner, who 
wrote the Pulitzer 
Prize winning 
Angels In America 
Parts I and II, 
has freely adapt- 
ed The Illusion 
from 17th centu- 





The Illusion  is 
directed by faculty 
member Mark Charney. 
"Kushner writes for the 
stage, so he knows what he is 
doing in terms of style and shape," 
said Charney, who is one of the 
advisers of the Clemson Players and 
directed last years' production of 
Nor The Worlds Law . 
Creating illusions 
The Illusion  is set in the 17th 
century, but has a contemporary feel 
to it. It deals with a man named 
Pridamant who is in search of his 
son. Pridamant, who feels that he is 
dying and has been estranged from 
his son for several years, seeks the 
assistance of a magician named 
Alcandre to help him in his quest. 
Alcandre, with the help of his 
servant, agrees to help Pridamant 
find his son, but in the pre-Christian 
vein. Through the use of dark 
magic, Alcandre shows Pridamant 
visions of his son in three different 
segments of his life. 
The first segment Pridamant 
sees of his son's life strikes him as 
sort of odd. Here, his son is named 
Callisto, but that is not what he 
remembers his son being called. 
Callisto is in love with a woman 
named Belibia. Belibia's father does 
not want the two to be together. 
Things are very romantic, like a 
Shakespearean romance of the 
Romeo and Juliet type, but without 
the Shakespearean language. When 
things get heated up, Pridamant gets 
upset and Alcandre shows him 
er, as are the motivations behind 
them. Things are not fun and roman- 
tic like the first segment. 
Pridamant asks Alcandre to show 
him his son in another segment of 
his life. This time his son's name is 
Theagenes. Theagenes is in love 
with a woman named Hippolyta. 
This segment is similar to the other 
two, but again his son is in some- 
what different situations, and they 
are always somewhat advanced. 
The play mainly follows 
Pridamant's son, but the other char- 
acters do get their moments in the 
light. The maid, in all her various 
incarnations, is a comic and vulgar 
character who manipulates situations 
from the side. Alcandre plays with 
and manipulates Pridamant, but what 
he is manipulating is not very 
clear. 
The end of the play is 
quite surprising and very 
clever. Director Mark 
Charney said," It 
poses questions 
which are ambigu-. 
ous based on the 
multi-faceted 




In the second segment, the son 
comes back, but he is now called 
Clyndor and he works for a lunatic 
named Matamor. Matamor is a Don 
Quixote -type character, and the 
embodiment of the play's absurd 
and melancholy beauty. 
Clyndor's love interest is Isabel, 
not Belibia, but there is still the 
father who is against the union of 
the two. As Pridamant watches this 
segment, he notices that it is similar 
to the first, but the situations 
through which his son goes through 
are somewhat different. The charac- 




have many mean- 
ings in this play. 
One refers to theatre 
being an illusion, with 
all of its magic and trans- 
formations. It also deals with 
love being an illusion—the fact 
thatjlcxve;is something one can't 
touch and that exists only in one's 
mind. It also deals with how jeal- 
ousy and envy are confused with 
love. 
"It is really entertaining on a 
basic level," Charney said of the 
play. "It deals with a lot of themes, 
but not too heavily." 
Charney went on to say that the 
play also touches on the relation- 
ships between fathers and sons and 
relationships between fathers and 
daughters. 
"Both groups are right," said 
Charney. "All have good points to 
make, so you don't leave disliking 
anyone and none of them are ene- 
mies. The relationships of these peo- 
photos by Tyrone Walker/head photographer 
Clemson Players in a scene from The Illusion. The play is 
being directed by Clemson faculty member Mark Charney. 
The Illusion runs through Sept. 30. 
pie are complex and advanced.' 
The cast of The Illusion  includes 
Bill Besese as Pridamant, Mat 
0'Patrny*as thfe son, Carrie Dean as 
the love interest, Allison Glenzer 
(nominated for the Irene Ryan acting 
award foj; her work in The Box) as 
the maid, Christian Dyrlund as the 
suitor, Chris Cavino as Matamor, 
Craig Delucia as Alcandre and Erin 
Cook as The Efhanuensis. 
Watching the play 
If rejjearsajs are any indicator of 
how well this play is going to go, 
then it is safe to say that those who 
come to see it will find it very enjoy- 
able. Look forward to some really 
good performances from the entire 
cast. 
The whole theater will serve as 
the stage, so the actors will be all 
around. There will be a revolving 
platform, a live keyboard, and some 
audience participation. The Illusion 
really looks like it will be a crowd 
pleaser, so don't miss! 
The play runs through Sept. 30 
in the Bellamy Theatre. Contact the 
Brooks Center at 656-7787 for 
show times and ticket prices. 
» V 
Clemson Little 
Theatre opens season 
•     • 
STAFF REPORTS 
Sweeny Todd, The Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street, a 
tnusicSl thriller, will be the 
featured production at the Clemson 
Little Theatre in Pendteton. 
TJie musical, which features 
Stephen Sondheim's acclaimed 
score, and is based upon the book 
by Hugh Wheeler, will open on 
Frida^, September 22 at 8:00 p.m. 
Sweeny Todd is a dark, 
: V<Jct6riamtaIe-)$f revenge and mur- 
der. The main character  is Todd, 
who is unjustly imprisoned by an 
unethical judge. 
The musical, and the score, 
brilliantly depicts Todd's grisly 
quest for revenge. 
The cast, comprised of upstate 
talents John Hartzell, Sybil 
Miller, Marnye Young, Amber 
Maines and others, will be direct- 
ed by Linda Ross. 
Tickets for this production are 
$10 for adults and $5 for those 18 
and under. 
The musical will also be pre- 
sented on September 22, 23, 29, 
30 at 8:00 p.m.   as well as 
October 1 at 3:00 p.m. 
For reservations please calr*18*- 
.646-8100 Morafdiy through Friday 
from 3 to 5 p.m. 
WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM? 
RETREAT WEEKEND 
sponsored by 
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
October 13-14th    (Friday-Saturday) 
at THE ORATORY, Rock Hill, SC 
lost is $25    (includes meals, lodging & transportation) 
Tq,register or for more information, please call 
654-7804 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY OFFICE 
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pie are complex and advanced." 
The cast of The Illusion  includes 
Bill Besese as Pridamant, Mat 
0'Patrny*as thfe son, Carrie Dean as 
the love interest, Allison Glenzer 
(nominated for the Irene Ryan acting 
award foj her work in The Box) as 
the maid, Christian Dyrlund as the 
suitor, Chris Cavino as Matamor, 
Craig Delucia as Alcandre and Erin 
Cook aslhe Emanuensis. 
Watching the play 
If rehearsajs are any indicator of 
how well this play is going to go, 
then it is safe to say that those who 
come to see it will find it very enjoy- 
able. Ldbk forward to some really 
good performances from the entire 
cast. 
The whole theater will serve as 
the stage, so the actors will be all 
around. There will be a revolving 
platform, a live keyboard, and some 
audience participation. The Illusion 
really looks like it will be a crowd 
pleaser, so don't miss! 
The play runs through Sept. 30 
in the Bellamy Theatre. Contact the 
Brooks Center at 656-7787 for 
show times and ticket prices. 
» V 
Clemson Little 
Theatre opens season 
•     • 
STAFF REPORTS 
Sweeny Todd, The Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street, a 
TnusicSl thriller, will be the 
featured production at the Clemson 
Little Theatre in Pendieton. 
TJie musical, which features 
Stephen Sondheim's acclaimed 
score, and is based upon the book 
by Hugh Wheeler, will open on 
Fridify, September 22 at 8:00 p.m. 
Sweeny Todd is a dark, 
i V<ic$6rianjtaieoof revenge and mur- 
der. The main character  is Todd, 
who is unjustly imprisoned by an 
unethical judge. 
The musical, and the score, 
brilliantly depicts Todd's grisly 
quest for revenge. 
The cast, comprised of upstate 
talents John Hartzell, Sybil 
Miller, Marnye Young, Amber 
Maines and others, will be direct- 
ed by Linda Ross. 
Tickets for this production are 
$10 for adults and $5 for those 18 
and under. 
The musical will also be pre- 
sented on September 22, 23, 29, 
30 at 8:00 p.m.  as well as 
October 1 at 3:00 p.m. ^^ 
For reservations please calP*5* 
.646-8100 Moiffiday through Friday 
from 3 to 5 p.m. 
REDFERN HEALTH CENTER 
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.    Telephone: 656-2233 
•DID YOU KNOW...The CU NOW Clinic at Redfern is for students who have an urgent problem that 
cannot wait for an appointment. Conditions needing immediate attention are high fevers, severe pain, the 
sudden onset of an illness, lacerations, fractures and new injuries. You will be assesesed by a nurse and receive 
appropriate medical attention. 
•DID YOU KNOW...Ask-A-Nurse services are available at Redfern. If you have questions about your 
health care needs, call the Ask-A-Nurse telephone service at 656-2233 (Sunday to Thursday, 4p.m.-8p.m.). A 
registered nurse is available by phone to answer your questions, provide health information and schedule 
appointments for practitioners at Redfern. Call us! 
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 
Appointment Line 656-1541 
CAPS 656-2451 
Information 656-2233 
Health Education 656-0141 
Ask-A-Nurse 656-2233 
Alcohol/Drug Education 656-1823 
Allergy/Immunization 656-1351 
Student Insurance 656-3561 
CU Ambulance 656-2222 
• Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) 
CAPS offers the following counseling groups each semester. Groups are a safe and supportive place to learn 
and try out new behaviors as well as get feedback from others. The groups meet weekly and are scheduled at 
times that accommodate interested participants' schedules. Space in some groups is limited; call 656-2451 for 
more information and to reserve your place. All counseling groups are free of charge and strictly confidential. 
ACOA Support Group 
ADD/LD Support Group 
Eating Disorders Support Group 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
Graduate Student Counseling Group 
Survivors of Sexual Trauma 
International Students Group 
International Students Group 
Self Awareness and Self Management Group 
Study Skills Group 
Survival Skills Group 
(Wealth Education/Alcohol Drug Education 
Redfern Health Center provides HIV testing with pre- and post-test counseling. The cost of the HIV test is 
$12. Sign in at the frpnjdesk requesting to talk to a Health Educator or call 656-0141. 
•  * • 
REDFERN 
.yarns n 3 Diet; 
| 
WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM? 
RETREAT WEEKEND 
sponsored by 
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
October 13-14th    (Friday-Saturday) 
•> 
at THE ORATORY, Rock Hill, SC 
> 
lost is $25    (includes meals, lodging & transportation) 
Tcvregister or for more information, please call 
654-7804 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY OFFICE 
EXCELLENCE - IN - TEACHING 
AWARDS 
* Who was the most influential teacher you had when 
you were a Freshman? 
* Who was the teacher who stood out in your mind as 
outstanding in the classroom? 
Often our most influential teachers are the ones we have as 
freshmen. Student Government would like to recognize those 
teachers who made a difference with the Excellence - In - Teaching 
Award Series.    The awards will sponser an educational and cultural 
trip to Europe for several outstanding teachers, for the purpose of 
creating a more well-rounded faculty to help Clemson Students 
compete in the global marketplace.   This is a student-nominated, 
student-selected award, so please let us know who you felt was a 
great teacher. 
Nominations Forms Are Availale 
• Dining Hall 
H   •    Student Government 
• Information Desk - Loggia 
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TOP 10 
1. To WongFoo... 
Universal 
2. C lockers 
Universal 














10. A Walk in the 
Clouds 
20th Century Fox 
- Associated Press 
DAVID POLLARD 
 staff critic  
To Wong Foo, Thanks for 
Everything! Julie Newmar is a 
wonderful movie about three 
drag queens and their trip across 
America to get to Hollywood 
and the national drag queen 
pageant. 
Along the way, they give a 
small Nebraska town some 
class, and they find the one 
thing missing in their lives: 
someone who cares for and 
understands them. 
Vida, played by Patrick 
Swayze, is the mother of the 
group, and it was she who 
taught Noxeema (Wesley 
Snipes) how to do drag. Both 
enter a drag contest and win. 
Chi Chi, a drag contestant 
played by John Leguizamo, is 
upset because her way out of the 
Hispanic ghetto was hinged on 
winning. The girls trade in their 
tickets to Hollywood for money 
so they can drive across the con- 
tinent with Chi Chi. They buy a 
beat-up classic Cadillac con- 
vertible and set out to drive 
across North America with only 
their "queen instincts" to guide 
them. 
Their first stop takes them 
to Vida's home town. Here, we 
get an intimate look at Swayze's 
character. We see a person who 
has been rejected by his wealthy 
family for being different and 
forced to turn to drag perfor- 
Great Music 
(NAPS)—A noteworthy and 
memorable trip for many vacation- 
ers is a visit to Virginia Beach, 
which is hosting the biggest East 
Coast music event ever. This cele- 
bration of pop music during the 
second annual American Music 
Festival is held Wednesday August 
30th through Monday, September 
4. Some of the brightest stars of 
the past and present national 
music scene will perform on stages 
on or near the beach in the resort 
area, all within easy walking dis- 
tance of hotels. 
Headliners include The Beach 
Boys, who return for their second 
performance during the American 
music Festival, country music 
sensations Sawyer Brown, and the 
R & B sounds of The O'Jays and 
Kool & The Gang. Other perfor- 
mances by Wilson Pickett, Ameri- 
ca, Rare Earth, Three Dog Night, 
The Turtles, Jr. Walker & The All 
Stars, The Band, Leon Russell, 
Delbert McClinton, and the 
Kingsmen are featured. Collect- 
ively, these bands boast more 
than 50 number one hits, and 400 
albums produced. 
Special hotel packages are 
available and include tickets to 
the headlining shows. 
For reservations, call 1-800- 
VA-BEACH (1-800-822-3324). 
For information on events, call 
1-800-446-8038. 
TO WONG FOO. 
company:    Universal 
rating:        R 
review:       3&3ft&3fl 
mances to survive. In fact, all 
three queens have been rejected 
at one time or another by some- 
one they dearly loved just for 
being different. 
They leave this small com- 
munity and begin the long jour- 
ney into rural America. 
Somewhere in Nebraska, they 
are pulled over by a sheriff for a 
busted tail-light. The sheriff 
tries to get Vida to do the 
Nebraska "Rumba" on the hood 
of his car, and she whops him 
one. 
Thinking the sheriff dead, 
the ladies decide to move on, 
but only get a few miles before 
their Caddy gets an attitude and 
decides it isn't going any fur- 
ther. 
Chi Chi, using her wit, 
throws out a leg at the first sign 
of life in the middle of nowhere, 
and snags a very young and cute 
farmhand named Billy Ray. He 
drives them to Snydersville, the 
nearest town, and it is here that 
the story gets moving. 
During their stay in 
Snydersville (population 20 
people), they find themselves 
and put the town back together, 
making it the type of loving 
community we all wish we lived 
in. Vida roughs up a wife-beat- 
ing husband, Noxeema changes 
the attitude of a group of man- 
nerless boys, and Chi Chi and 
Billy Ray fall in love. 
Two things stand out about 
this movie: the costumes and 
the camera shots. Swayze is 
dressed just like you always 
wanted your mom to be, and his 
gowns are fabulous. 
Snipes wears gowns from 
the sixties, and they are quite 
charming on him. Chi Chi, how- 
ever, has the most outlandish 
costumes, wearing dresses that 
teenage girls might wear.The 
camera angles are really good, 
especially of the "girls" in their 
drag shows. It was said that it 
was so hot in the clubs that drag 
queens were fainting. 
The movie is put together 
really well, and is easy to fol- 
low. Snipes puts in one of his 
best performances to date, and it 
is his character that most drag 
queens can identify with. 
Leguizamo plays his typical 
drag character from his televi- 
sion series House ofBuggin'. 
On the other hand, Swayze 
falls short of fitting to his char- 
acter. It is obvious that he is try- 
ing too hard to convince us he is 
a drag queen. It is, according to 
him, the hardest role he ever 
played. 
This movie is highly rec- 
ommended for all audiences 
because of its social commen- 
tary, its positive portrayal of gay 
men and gay men who are drag 
queens, and for its comedy. As 
Wesley Snipes commented in an 
interview with OUT, "Click 
your heels at the door of the the- 
ater...there ain't no way this 
[movie] is reality, even a drag 
queen's reality." 
GET    OUTi 
OF   HERE!^ 
We Have The Lowest Student Fares! 
Review movies for 
Time Out-get in 
free and get PAID 
for watching it! 
Call Dave or Lev) at 656- 
0986 for details. 
LONDON $279      BRUSSELS       $275 
PARIS 289      AMSTERDAM    285 
FRANKFURT     295      GUATEMALA     259 
MADRID 309      JOHANNESBURG779 
Fares are STUDENT fares, from Atlanta, each way 
based on a round trip purchase. International Stu- 
dent ID may be required. Taxes & surcharges are 
NOT included. 
CALL FOR A FREE "STVDEST TRAVELS" MGAUSE! 
Council Travel 







The Oil Change Specialists 
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex 
Quick Quaker State Oil Change 
■Replace oil 
♦install a new oil filter 
•Completely lubricate the Chaslss 
•Check and top-off transmission fluid 
•Check and top-off differential fluid 
•Check and top-off brake fluid 
•Check and top-off power steering fluid 
•Check and fill battery 
•Check your air filter 
•Fill windshield washer fluid 
•Check wiper blades 
•Properly inflate tires 
•Vacuum the interior 
•Then wash your windows, too! 
We also feature Havoline, Castrol, Penzoil & Valvoline 
It quick, clean & convenient. 
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8am - 5:30 pm 
Sat. 8 am -12pm 
Located at 978 Tiger Blvd. between 














Hot spot: When the 
music stopped 
Low blow: The first five 
songs (Not being able to listen 
to the remainder of the CD 
because it sucked) 
Bottom line: This is 1995, 
not 1975. 
There's no trying to help 
these guys with a rating 
because they stink. No, they 
don't stink, they stank. 
Love Jones has a better 
shot and will make more 
money by getting a peddler's 
license than trying to play 
music. 
From "The Thing" to 
"Peepin," one can understand 
why they say our generation 
can't make up our minds. These 
guys try to bring the 70s sounds 
of ABBA and the Bee Gees into 
a time when it is not needed. 
Roadkill in the middle of 
July, on hot asphalt, would 
smell better than this group. 
Barry Manilow, the Bee Gees 
or any other artist in the 70's 
should find these guys and kick 
their asses for ruining the 
sounds that shouldTiave^beejk 
left intact for us to reminisce. 
Pass this CD up if you're 
looking for this style of music. 
These guys' parents can't be 
proud. 
the  band  members' 
progression over the 
years. 
Set Your Goals is an inter- 
esting combination of pop- 
punk and hardcore jumbled 
together in no particular order, 
with an acoustical song tossed 
in on the end. The album leads 
off with the poppy "Set Your 
Goals" and "Do Something." 
Both songs keep your attention 
with catchy basslines and fre- ' 
quent tempo changes, as does 
"Choices Made." 
The majority of the 
remainder of the album is a 
heavier hardcore sound more 
characteristic of the band's 
background, the standouts 
being "Trust Slips Through 
Your Hands" and "Soundtrack 
for Violence." 
The album has a very posi- 
tive lyrical message and is per- 
haps a collection of lessons 
learned over the years. Overall, 
it drives home a message of 
personal responsibility for 
where life leads. 
Set Your Goals demon- 
strates that these guys haven't 
lost their touch and answers the 
question as to what happens to 
old hardcore bands; they 
reform under a new name and 
sign to a major label. 





staff critic  
Hot spot: "Richest 
Junkie Still Alive" 
Low blow: "Twofold 
Godhead" 
Bottom line: Most of the 
songs display upbeat, modern 
tempos. 
While continuing to break 
out of the "industrial" or "club" 
role, Machines of Loving 
Grace turn to nearly archaic 
analog gear coupled with state- 
of-the-art equipment to bring 
together, the sounds of old and 
new. 
The album hosts a number 
of songs that most people can 
relate to. 
While producing this 
album, it was important to 
Scott Benzel, the lead singer, 
that the songs on this album be 
accounts of personal experi- 
ence. While "Gilt" is riddled 
with frustration, anger and 
pent-up emotions, the band 
procedes to redefine their defi- 
nition of music and art. 
While it is obvious the 
band is influenced by bands 
such as Nine Inch Nails, 
Helmet and White Zombie, it is 
equally apparent they possess 
their own distinctive style. 
Rather than a» couple of 
guys pounding out scores on a 
keyboard, the band has come 
together to create a powerful 
and well-oriented album. 
THE WRITING 
CENTER 
Open -to all Clemson 
students! 
212 Daniel Hall 
Call 656-3280 for an 
appointment! 
fAfiw ^Hiring Smiling faces! 
'Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95 
'Gourmet Lunch Daily 
»Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm 
•Dinner 5 pm nightly 
'Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood 
'Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate! 
• Romantic Italian Atmosphere 
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List 
PflSTfi HOC1S 
Lunch'• Sundays •HappyHours 
-.'    «!■■ 
4126 Clemson Blvd 
Share The Experience 
CIV 










Low Blow:   "Can't Wait 
One Minute More" 
Bottom Line: A 
variety of hardcore 
unforgotten veterans. 
CIV, a NY-based 
band with a long history of 
pumping out hardcore tunes, 
returns with their major-label 
release Set Your Goals. 
All members of CIV 
except the guitarist are former 
Gorilla Biscuits members, and 
the guitarist was previously 
with the Outface. The band 
assembled in the summer of 
'94, and after releasing a 7" on 
Revelation Records, put out 
their first full-length album, Set 
Your Goals, on Atlantic. The 
album clearly reflects their 
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I December Graduates 
I Final Day To Order Your Cap & Gown 
S • Friday 
S September 22 
I Art & Engineering. Counter In Bookstore 
i PAYMENT IN FULL REQUIRED 
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1. Various Artists 
Kids Soundtrack 
2. Southern Culture 
on the Skids 
Dirt Track Date 














Sacrilicious Sounds of the 
Supersuckefs 














The plans are laid, Xerkon. In two solar days 
we will bring the Earthmen to their knees. await your orders. 
y— 
You're going to be awaiting a spanking if you're 
late for your appointment at the burn clinic again. 
Red Meat 
( 
Oh boy...I just screwed the pooch D Excuse me. I meant to say "made love." 
Off the Mark 
Jffelt   0*£   OUT   »f  fW£   PtNTiSt 
My* DOESN'T  ftf*«M*iewD  SU«MWKS 
<JWM. 
\\& Real Horoscope 
ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 
19): No one knows how 
those nasty little rumors got 
started, but you better make 
sure you take care of it right 
away. Your social life for the 
rest of your years depends 
on it. To be on the safe side, 
go see a doctor anyway. 
TAURUS (Apr. 20-May 
20): Some people have been 
taking advantage of you 
recently. Apparently they see 
you as easy prey. Go find 
them and kick their flabby 
little butts. Sneak up on 
them, though, they might be 
waiting for you. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 
20): That problem that's 
been bothering you for the 
past few weeks has not been 
helped by your attempts to 
solve it. Stop picking at it, or 
it will never go away. It 
should solve itself for you. 
CANCER (June 21-July 
22): People said it couldn't be 
done, that anyone who tried 
would fall flat on their face. 
You mocked those naysayers, 
telling them it was possible. 
Well, rub the dirt off your nose, 
those people were right. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): 
You just can't seem to catch a 
break. Once something starts 
looking up for you, you get 
blind-sided by something else. 
You might as well accept it, 
things aren't going to change 
for you anytime soon. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep. 
22): Well, things are certainly 
going to be different for you 
this week. All of the buses have 
been rerouted from your path. 
Too bad that plane flying over- 
head just had one of its engines 
fall off... 
LIBRA (Sep. 23-Oct. 22): 
If you get into an argument 
with someone over North and 
South, the other guy is right. 
Remember that complaining 
won't change what the stars 
have in store for you. Take 
what you're given and be 
happy you're not a Virgo. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 
21): You've gotten to your 
lofty position by taking advan- 
tage of those you see as prey. 
Make sure you keep looking 
over your shoulder; one of 
those you thought you had 
under your thumb may be 
coming to kick your flabby lit- 
tle butt. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 
22-Dec. 21): This week holds 
many possibilities. Too bad 
none of them are for you. You 
will spend this week doing the 
same boring things that make 
you the boring person you are. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 
22-Jan. 19): Once again the 
coming week will bring 
nothing but admiration from 
your peers. The mere chance 
of speaking to you brings all 
people more joy than a life- 
time of Christmases. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- 
Feb. 18): Well, Waterboys 
and girls, things are going to 
get better this week, but not 
much. You'll still be the 
laughing-stock of the 
Zodiac, but at least you can 
hold your head up. Many a 
hero's comic-relief gained 
notoriety. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 
20): Some people have the 
innate ability to make people 
feel good, but you don't. 
Whatever you do, don't try 
to cheer someone up, or you 






Did you know? 
Although they 
beat the Tigers by 
a narrow margin 
last season, the 
Virginia Cavaliers 
have never won 
in Death Valley. 
Inside 
Around the ACC 
Football notes 
Outside the Den 
Men's soccer 
dominates Citadel 







Nealon Greene (15), the 17th-ranked passer in the nation, 
rebounded after the loss to FSU, completing 18 of 25 for 239 yards 
against the Wake Forest Demon Deacons. 
Greene rebounds at Wake 
"Quarterback coach Clyde Christensen told 
me 'You're the leader out there. You've got to 
have poise when everything is going wrong,'" 
Greene said. "That's something I didn't do last 
week." 
Greene hit just eight passes in 21 attempts in 
the loss to Florida State for 107 yards and two 
interceptions. He also lost a fumble that led to a 
Seminole touchdown in their 45-26 victory. 
see GREENE, page 14A 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.- His coaches 
know what he is capable of doing, which made 
Nealon Greene a little more intent on leading 
Clemson out of a tight battle with Wake Forest. 
With some help from tailback Raymond 
Priester and fullback Emory Smith, the Tigers 
broke out of a tie at intermission and pounded 
their way to a 29-14 victory over the Demon 
Deacons. 
JAY MARCOUX 
 assistant sports editor  
The eleventh-ranked 
Virginia Cavaliers will pay a 
visit to Death Valley tomorrow 
to take on the Clemson Tigers. 
The game time is officially set 
for 12:08 p.m. and will be tele- 
vised by the Jefferson-Pilot 
network. 
The Cavaliers are coming 
off of three straight wins and a 
3-1 overall record with ACC 
wins over NC State and 
Georgia Tech. 
The Tigers are 2-1 after 
defeating Wake Forest in 
Winston-Salem last weekend 
29-14. 
Clemson leads the overall 
series 32-2-1 since 1955. 
However, the two teams are 
tied at 2-2-1 in the last five 
meetings. Virginia won last 
year for the second time in the 
series history by the narrow 
margin of 9-6. 
The Cavaliers have never 
won in Death Valley, 
However, Virginia managed to 
tie Clemson 20-20 in 1991 to 
prevent a Homecoming victo- 
ry for the Tigers. 
Clemson has defeated at 
least one ranked team for the 
last nine seasons. Only 
Miami's streak of twelve sea- 
sons surpasses Clemson. The 
Tigers will look to continue 
the streak tomorrow. 
Offensively, the Cavaliers 
have    a    lot    of   weapons. 
Veterans Kevin Brooks and 
Tiki Barber return to the back- 
field and Mike Groh is the 
starting quarterback. 
The Cavalier defense is also 
a concern for Clemson. In last 
year's meeting, the Tigers only 
managed 60 rushing yards and 
167 total yards, which are all- 
time lows against Virginia. 
Clemson's offense is not 
nearly the same, however. The 
Tigers managed just 45 points 
in the first three games last 
year. This season, Clemson has 
had 110 total points, the most 
in the first three games since 
1984. 
For the first time since 
1950, Clemson has had over 
400 yards of offense in each of 
the first three games of the sea- 
son. The Tigers have scored 14 
touchdowns in three games this 
""season, compared with just 17 
touchdowns all of last season. 
Raymond Priester and 
Emory Smith have carried the 
Tigers on the ground, while 
Nealon Greene has been effi- 
cient through the air. 
The Tigers were able to run 
on their last ranked opponent, 
Florida State, but Greene had 
troubles through the air. 
Coach Tommy West has 
issued a challenge to his sopho- 
more quarterback to take his 
game to the next level against 
the Cavs. Tomorrow, the entire 
Clemson team will have to live 
up to the same challenge. 
Netters capture 
fifth straight win 
MACY CHATNEUFF 
staff writer 
On Sunday morning, the 
Tigers volleyball team defeat- 
ed Providence and Boston 
College at the ACC/Big East 
Challenge, improving their 
record to 8-4. 
The Tigers defeated the 
Friars by scores of 15-5, 15-8 
and 15-2. 
Ashley Self had 16 kills 
against the Friars, and 
Michelle Thieke had 49 assists. 
Julie Rodriquez, a junior, hit 
the 1,000 career kill mark on 
her fourth kill of the day. 
The Lady Tigers later 
returned to the court and 
defeated Boston College with 
scores of 15-3, 15-5 and 15-7. 
Three Tigers were named 
to the ACC/ Big East 
Challenge All-Tournament 
team.    Thev    were    Megan 
McEnery,  the Tigers'  team- 
captain, Self and Rodriquez. 
On Saturday afternoon, the 
volleyball team defeated 
Auburn with scores of 15-11, 
16-14 and 15-9, dropping 
Auburn's record to 5-4. 
The team had a total of 62 
kills, 5 aces, 55 digs and 19 
total team blocks. Rodriquez 
led the team with 24 kills and 
had a hitting percentage of 
.409 and went on to post only 
6 errors out of 44 attempts. 
She also had 14 digs. 
Rodriquez commented 
after the Auburn game, we 
were "playing to our potential 
finally, and everyone played 
great." 
McEnery had 13 kills and 
10 digs during the game. 
On  Thursday  night,  the 
Tigers defeated Memphis by 
see RODRIGUEZ, pa«e 12A 
Only 13 to go! 
__*3^b.- —    - ' fi|e photo 
Wolde Harris scored his 62nd career goal as the Tigers 
defeated the Citadel. He needs only 13 more to become the all- 
time Clemson goal-scoring leader. For complete coverage of 
Wednesday night's game, see story on page 11A.  
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ACC Football 
Big plays driving Tiger offense 
One reason for the 
improvement in Clemson's 
offense has been the return of 
the big scoring play. Last sea- 
son, the Tigers could only 
muster two offensive touch- 
down plays of over 20 yards. 
This season the Tigers have 
already posted five offensive 
scoring plays of over 20 yards, 
the longest being Nealon 
Greene's 56-yard touchdown 
pass to Tony Home against the 
Florida State Seminoles. 
The Tigers already have 15 
offensive plays of 20 yards or 
more, compared to 18 for all of 
last season. Clemson also has 
three punt returns of over 20 
yards. They managed only one 
last season. 
A Clemson first 
When quarterback Nealon 
Greene threw for 239 yards 
and running back Raymond 
Priester ran for 154, it was the 
first time in Clemson football 
history that there had been a 
500-yard passer and a 150- 
yard rusher in the same game. 
3rd quarter is the 
charm 
The Tigers have outscored 
their opponents 48-10 in the 
third quarter this season after 
being outscored 29-28 in the 
third period last season. 
However, the Tigers have been 
outscored 22-7 in the first 
quarter this season. 
Four years, four QBs 
Quarterback Nealon 
Greene has never played 
against the Virginia Cavaliers. 
However, there are three play- 
ers on the Clemson roster who 
have seen action under center 
against the Cavs. Ironically, 
none of them are currently 
quarterbacks. 
Louis Solomon, now a 
wide receiver, led Clemson to 
a comeback 29-28 victory in 
1992. Dexter McCleon, now a 
defensive back, had 229 yards 
of total offense in 1993 in a 23- 
14 win. 
Patrick Sapp, the current 
team leader in sacks, was the 
starter in last year's 9-6 loss. 
Tigers ranked 
Going into the Virginia 
game, several Tigers are close 
to the top of the NCAA rank- 
ings for certain individual sta- 
tistics. 
Fullback Emory Smith is 
fifth in the nation in scoring 
with an average of 12 points- 
per-game. 
Antwuan Wyatt is 14th in 
punt returns with a 13.4-aver- 
age and 16th in kickoff returns 
with a 27.8-yard average. 
Quarterback Nealon Greene is 
17th in passing efficiency with 
148.8 rating points. 
As a team, the Tigers are 
12th in rushing offense with a 
255 yards-per-game average, 
14th in scoring offense with a 
36.7 points-per-game average 
Tyrone Walker/head photographer 
Andre Humphrey (34) and Anthony Simmons (41) will lead the Tiger 
defense against the Cavaliers on Saturday. Virginia has never won in 
Death Valley and are 2-32-1 against Clemson overall. 
and they are 17th in total 
defense, allowing just 289.3 
yards-per-game. 
Good luck charm 
The Tigers reportedly used 
footballs intended for 
Northeastern University last 
week in the Wake Forest game 
during the second half. 
After opening a ball bag 
and seeing "Northeastern" 
printed on the balls instead of 
"Clemson," the equipment 
staff decided to still use them. 
After an offensive awaken- 
ing in the second half - using 
the Northeastern balls - the 
staff decided to use the balls 
once again this weekend 
Injuries 
Marvin Cross (knee), 
Howard Bartley (knee) and 
Wayne Moore (hand) won't 
play this week. Tony DeSue 
(hand) and Rashidi Brown 
(ankle) should see action. 
-compiled by 
Mike McCombs 
Kanell earns top conference honors 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Kanell 
CLEMSON, S.C. - Danny Kanell's 
record-setting afternoon for Florida 
State earned him offensive back honors 
this week in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. 
The senior quar- 
terback broke the 
school's single-game 
mark for completion 
percentage after 
going 28-of-32 for 
310 yards and a 
career-tying best 
five touchdowns as 
the Seminoles rolled 
over North Carolina 
State 77-17 
Saturday.  Kanell,  of Ft.  Lauderdale, 
Fla., left the game early in third quarter. 
Other players honored included 
Duke's Ray Fanner with the defensive 
back award, Darryl Gilliam of 
Maryland as the top offensive lineman, 
Florida State's Peter Boulware with the 
defensive lineman award, Virginia 
punter Will Brice as the top specialist 
and fellow Cavalier Wall Ranier as 
rookie of the week. 
Wolfpack still confident 
RALEIGH - There was neither 
wailing nor gnashing of teeth at North 
Carolina State following its loss to 
Florida State. Coach Mike O'Cain saw 
to that. 
Surely, the 77-17 
beating the Wolfpack 
received in Tallahassee, 
Fla., took its emotional 
toll. 
"I'm not crying. I 
don't have tears in my 
eyes. It's a ball game that 
we lost, and I think the 
way that we as coaches 
approach it, our players 
will approach it in a very similar way," 
O'Cain said. 
O'Cain did find some things to take 
pleasure in, however, and he didn't take 
it out on his staff or players. 
"If we go in there and blast 
them...now you destroy what little con- 
fidence there is," he said. 
Terps compared to '94 
Duke team 
DURHAM, N.C. - Maryland's sur- 
prising 3-0 start isn't anything Duke 
hasn't seen before. In fact, the Blue 
Devils experienced it themselves last 
year. 
It was the stunning turnaround of 
Duke football last season, highlighted 
by a seven-game winning streak to 
open the year, that captured a lot of 
attention in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. The Blue Devils capped 
that season with a bowl game and ACC 
Coach-of-the-year honors for Fred 
Goldsmith. 
Report 
This year, with coach 
Mark Duffner's job 
rumored to be on the 
line, the Terrapins 
have weathered the 
adversity of a gam- 
bling scandal to start 
the year unbeaten and 
climb into the top 25. 
No. 24 Maryland is 
off to its best start 
since 1986, which also was the last year 
it was ranked. 
"I guess people could draw the com- 
parison," Goldsmith said at his weekly 
news conference Monday. 
Bowden: FSU pulling 
away from ACC 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Florida 
State coach Bobby Bowden thinks the 
Atlantic Coast Conference is getting 
better in football, but maybe not fast 
enough to keep up with his explosive 
Seminoles. 
"It seems as if we're separating 
more, rather than closing," Bowden 
said Sunday, one day after his top- 
ranked Seminoles swamped North 
Carolina State 77-17 for their 27th 
straight ACC victory. 
"We haven't played Virginia away 
or North Carolina away," Bowden con- 
tinued. "The game that is going to be 
interesting is when we play Virginia at 
their place in November." 
Brown 
The Seminoles (3-0, 3-0 ACC) hit 
North Carolina State for a school- 
record number of points Saturday 
helped out by six Wolfpack fumbles. 





N.C. - The bad news 
is that North 
Carolina's football 
season is broken. 
The good news, 
according to coach 
Mack Brown, is that 
it can be fixed. 
Opening with 
two straight losses is bringing frustra- 
tion and self-doubt to a team that many 
thought might one day be able to chal- 
lenge Florida State for Atlantic Coast 
Conference supremacy. 
"You're looking down the barrel of 
disappointment," Brown said Sunday. 
"After two ball games, a lot of hopes 
and dreams have slipped away." 
North Carolina had an off week 
after falling to 0-2 with its 32-18 loss at 
Maryland and may have found a glim- 
mer of hope in tailback Johnathan 
Linton. The 6-1, 250-pound sophomore 
rushed for 102 yards and two touch- 
downs on 14 carries in the loss at 
Maryland. 
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-Sports shorts- 
A brief look at what's happening in 
Clemson sports 
JAY MARCOUX 
 assistant sports editor  
Women's Cross 
Country 
The Lady Tigers took 
second place behind Virginia 
Tech at the Western Carolina 
Invitational with a team 
score of 66 points. 
Meredith Ford took first 
place overall at the invita- 
tional, and Tina Jensen 
placed second overall. 
Ford ran the 5K course in 
the time of 18:48 while 
Jensen earned a time of 
18:52. Freshman Julienne 
Litteman ran the course in 
the time of 19:36 and placed 
10th overall. 
Men's Cross Country 
The Clemson men's cross 
country team placed third at 
the Western Carolina Cross 
Country Invitational. The 
men's team scored 82 points 
in the invitational. 
Freshman Esteban Diaz 
was the high finisher for the 
Tigers as he took sixth place 
overall with a time of 26:21. 
Junior Joe Harris finished in 
10th place with a time of 
26:42. 
Other finishes include 
Trent Kirk who finished 16th 
and William Arnold who, fin- 
ished 24th. 
Volleyball 
The Lady Tigers' Julie 
Rodriguez was named the 
ACC Volleyball Player-of- 
the-Week this past Tuesday. 
This is the first time that 
she has been given the award. 
Rodriguez now has over 
1,000 career kills at Clemson 
after the Tigers' victory over 
Providence last Sunday. She 
has 41 digs and 74 kills over 
the last 15 games and had a 
.430 hitting percentage for 
the week. 
Rodriguez also earned a 
spot on the ACC/Big East 
Challenge All-Tournament 
Team as her effort last week 
led Clemson to a 5-0 record. 
Football 
The Clemson-NC State 
football game has been set 
for 1 p.m. next Saturday, 
Sept. 30. 
The game time was 
announced this past Monday 
by Wolfpack Director of 
Athletics Todd Turner. 
N.C. State battles non- 
conference foe Baylor this 
weekend before hosting the 
Tigers next week. 
Tigers dog Citadel 
KEVIN BRIDGES 
 staff writer  
Miles Joseph had two 
goals and an assist and Wolde 
Harris added two goals as 
Clemson rolled over the 
Citadel Bulldogs 7-0 
Wednesday night at Riggs 
Field. 
Danny Care had three 
assists in the game, which ties 
him for the fourth most assists 
in a single game by a Clemson 
player. 
The last player to achieve 
this feat was Pearse Tormey 
vs. Catawba in 1990. 
Freshman forward John 
Wilson started his first career 
game and assisted on two 
goals. 
Clemson dominated the 
game, taking thirty-three 
shots while not allowing any 
shots on goal by the Citadel. 
Clemson had 11 corner 
kicks while the Bulldogs took 
none. 
Harris' career goal total 
moves to sixty-two as a result 
of his sixth and seventh goals 
of the season. 
He needs only thirteen 
more goals to surpass Nnamdi 
Nwokocha, the Clemson 
career goals leader, who has a 
career total of 74. 
Clemson's next game will 
be against the Wolfpack at 
N.C. State on Sunday, Sept. 
24, at 1 p.m. 
file photo 
Miles Joseph scored two goals and an assist 
as the Tigers dominated the Bulldogs 7-0 
Wednesday night at Riggs field. 
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The University Union will host an event on October 8, at 5:00 PM in 
Edgar's, to introduce the University Union and its committees to all 
prospective new members. We need you, and we want you to consider 
getting involved with one of our 7 programming committees. If you're 
interested, come to Edgar's that day to find out more and to talk to the 
Union's leaders about your involvement. 
We Want to Put U in the UNION! 
Upcoming Short Courses 
(Please note deadlines to sign up.) 
Deadline Event 
Oct. 4 Massage Therapy 
Oct. 4 SCUBA Diving 
Oct. 6 Ballroom Dancing 
Oct. 6 Beginner Shagging 
Oct. 6 Creative Memories 
Oct. 6 Intermediate Shagging 
Oct. 9 Community CPR 
Oct. 12 Basic Photography 
Sign up at the Information Desk in the Loggia of the University Union. 
Limited spaces available. Visa, MC & Tigerstripe accepted. 
Games 81 Contests 
Announcing the 1st Annual PIGOUT!!!! 
Sept. 28 at 6:30 p.m. join us in the Union 
Games Area for our first ever Hotdog Eating 
Contest and win CASH! But HURRY and 
register by the Sept. 25 deadline at the Union 
Games Area desk. Entry fee is only SI and 
only the first 15 to register may participate. 
Edgar's Entertainment Committee: 
This Friday night, from 9:00-1:00 a.m., let your hair down, get crazy, 
and sing along with Showtime Karaoke. What could be more fun than 
watching your friends, roommates, or even perfect strangers warble, 
croon, and mouth the lyrics to your favorite tunes? Join us for the fun 
tonight in Edgar's. 
Next Friday, September 29, Edgar's co-hosts 6 String Drag with 
Motocaster with WSBF-FM. 
<9. 
Films & Video Committee presents in Edgar's: 
This week's movie features America's funny man, Jim Carrey, in 
Dumb and Dumber, showing on Saturday night at 9:30, Sunday 
ni<mt at 7:00 and 9:30, and Wednesday at 9:30. Admission is free 
a collegiate^ 
pub 





continued from page 9A 
scores of 15-6, 15-8 and 15- 
10 with a total of 37 kills, 12 
service aces and 33 digs. 
Rodriqucz led the team 
with 10 kills. She also had 4 
digs and 3 service aces. Self 
had 6 kills, 9 digs and 3 ser- 
vice aces. 
When   asked   what   she 
thought was necessary for the 
team to succeed in the this 
weekend's North Carolina 
match, Rodriquez comment- 
ed, "If we have a good full 
week of practice, we'll be 
ready for UNC." 
The Tigers will play the 
Tar Heels on Friday night at 7 
p.m. in Jervey Gym. 
September 22,1995 
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Tigers take third 
in season preview 
MIKE MCCOMBS 
sports editor 
The Clemson golf team 
finished in third place at last 
weekend's Ping/Golf Week 
Preview at the Pumpkin Ridge 
Golf Club in Cornelius, 
Oregon. 
The Tigers fired a third 
round of 292 to give them a 
three-day total of 882, 15 shots 
behind the tournament cham- 
pions, Arizona State. 
Sophomore Charles 
Warren shot a 68 in the third 
round to finish the tournament 
three-under-par. He finished in 
second place overall, three 
shots behind the individual 
champion, Darren Angel of 
Arizona State. 
The Tigers shot a 301 first 
round led by Warren's 72. Joey 
Maxon shot an even 71 in the 
second round to pace 




OF THE ROAD. 
A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for 
everyone who wants to have more 
fun riding, while becoming a 
better, safer rider. Call 1-800- 
447-4700 to join the class, j 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION € 
THE WHITING 
CENTER 
Students can see a Writing 
Center tutor at any stage in the 
writing process, from 
invention, organization, and the 
development of ideas to 
documentation, grammar, 
spelling, and punctuation. 
Can tor an appointment! 
656-3280 
212 Daniel Hall 
Richard Coughlan shot a 
221 to finish in 18th place. 
Maxon was one shot behind 
him in 21st place with a 222. 
Mike Byce shot a twelve-over 
227 to finish in 43rd. 
Sophomore Paul Dickens 
rounded out the Tiger scoring 
with a 233 to finish 68th out of 
90 golfers. 
Chicken Dinner 
Dark Meil Only 
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Dawsey 3-0 in rookie fgffftWIIWk^ 
Pioneer League 
Baseball 
Pitcher Jason Dawsey is 
3-0 with an ERA of 2.74 at 
Helena in the rookie Pioneer 
League. In nine appearances, 
eight of them starts, he has 
struck out 47 in 43 innings 
pitched. 
Dawsey was the ace of 
Clemson's 1995 baseball team 
that played in the College 
World Series in Omaha, Neb. 
Basketball 
Forward Devin Gray was 
drafted by Sioux Falls in the 
seventh round of Tuesday's 
Continental Basketball League 
draft. 
Football 
Running back Terry Allen 
had a big day for the Redskins, 
gaining 92 yards on 18 carries. 
His 22-yard run helped set up 
a third quarter field goal to tie 
the game at 24-24. Denver 
eventually won 38-31. 
Outside the Den 
ITIGERS ITST THE F>ROS 
Chester McGlockton, an 
Oakland Raiders defensive 
lineman, made four tackles and 
recorded two sacks in a 23-17 
overtime loss to the Chiefs. He 
leads the Raiders with three 
sacks. 
Linebacker Ashley 
Sheppard was released this 
week by the Jacksonville 
Jaguars. He had a tackle and an 
assist in Sunday's 27-10 loss to 
the New York Jets. 
Green Bay's Wayne 
Simmons recorded five tack- 
les, an assist and a sack in a 14- 
6 victory over the Giants. 
Chicago Bears defensive 
back Donnell Woolford had 
one of four interceptions 
against Trent Dilfer in 
Chicago's 25-6 win on Sunday. 
Golf 
Clarence Rose finished the 
Nike Tri-Cities Open tied for 
16th, five shots off of the 
leader. Rose, who shot a 207, 
took home $2,463. 
Tennis 
Gigi Fernandez is current- 
ly ninth on the WTA money 
leaders  list.  She has earned 
$495,773 as of Sept. 17. 
-compiled by Mike 
McCombs 
THE B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL STUDENT 
ORGANIZATION wishes Jewish students, faculty 
|and staff a healthy and happy New Year 5756. The 
Jewish High Holidays are: 
ROSHHASHANAH 
Sun. evening, Sept. 24 
Mon. & Tues., Sept. 25 & 26 
YOM KIPPUR 
Tues. evening, Oct. 3 (Kol Nidre) 
Wed., Oct. 4 
For information concerning religious services, and 
| possible rides, please contact the individuals listed below: 
For Congregation Beth Israel in Greenville (Conservative) 
Dr. Richard Klein at 654-6108 
For Temple of Israel in Greenville (Reform) 
Dr. Myles Wallace at 654-6509 
For Temple of Israel in Anderson (Reform) 
Dr. Martin Slann at 654-3511 
Men's & Women's HIKERS 
40 Styles-Best Selection in Anderson 
Timberiand^ 
 ,,„u,u.,L„„.,,,M,MLI.I..A..U,....U^JALl.....'...'"""'^..»...^,..'.WJ,W'''»WMV,W^.J.'m 
Jfave an interest in music and 
would tx^e to meet otk&n &%eyou? 
qRen come to the <Mu <Beta <Psi ^* 
<P£edge<Dfop-In JJ 
Wednesday, September 27, 1995, at, 7:30pm 
in tJte.Mli <BefcJ<?»'Lounge, locateddownstairs 
fromtkef-fkeater in 'Kodaendorff 
7%e Otde&fictht Qreek. 
Organization on the 
Ctextson Campus — 
foundedJanuary 1G, 1937 
Or canted, one aftnefallowing if you're 
stifcinterested'Gut art unaSCe. to attend: 
fpQdgemosterLeeUWnite: 858-3245 
fisst. <?(tdgmast&'Kjm Zmmemcn:    858-4107 
;Y,.iLimmWm't.."'-
iwftmwm.i vv
,,,......u^*M '"■•- ""fWHWW.. "i"'wwww„ amag 
ytfwujjujuJ^W^WAW^W^, 
25% OFF Retail Prices 
GRADY'S GREAT OUTDOORS 
3440 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, SC 29621 
(803) 226-5283 
OPEN: Mon.-Sat., 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
VISA &$0- * 
& DISCOVER 
WHAT WILL 
You Do WITH 
YOUR DEGREE? 
The Franklin is hiring! We're looking for 
seniors and recent graduates to join our com- 
pany as Franklin sales associates.The Franklin 
offers an excellent career opportunity for 
self-starters who enjoy working with people. 
As a Franklin sales associate, you will deter- 
mine your own personal earning poten- 
tiaL.set your own hours...you'll have one of 
America's oldest, most respected names in 
insurance supporting you. Make your hard 
work and years of study pay off. Explore a 
career opportunity with The Franklin. Call us 
today for an appointment. 
Interactive 
Television! 









® The   „ ftnnldin 
Ufe hsurHnceCompTy 
P.O.Box 1095 
Taylors, S.C. 29687 
(803) 244-7878 
This ad good 
for half off 
arvj appetizer! 
Not valid with 
other promotions! 
Football 
405-130 College fXvenue 
-^e^    (Formerly \M. 3*. Area's) 
V**      v>a\\ £lemson, *bC 
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6. North Carolina 
7. Indiana 
8. Rutgers 
9. South Carolina 
10. Wisconsin 





16. George Mason 
17. Penn State 
18. Santa Clara 





continued from page 9A 
Clemson (2-1, 1-1 Atlantic 
Coast Conference) wasn't 
much sharper against the 
Demon Deacons. They lost 
four of five fumbles commit- 
ted in the steady rainfall. One 
fumble led to Wake Forest's 
first touchdown, a Rusty 
LaRue touchdown pass that 
gave the Demon Deacons (0-3, 
0-1 ACC) an 8-0 lead, the first 
tiue they have led this season. 
Greene began to regain his 
touch near the end of the first 
half. He completed a 43-yard 
pass play to Antwuan Wyatt 
that led to the first of four 
touchdowns by SmiuY 
"In the second half, every- 
body came out pumped up, 
knowing they could go out and 
not be stopped," Greene said. 
"We just kept moving the 
ball." 
Greene completed 8 of 11 
passes on top of his 10-for-14 
performance before halftime. 
Smith got three of his touch- 
downs in the second half and 
Priester gained 92 yards on 16 
carries to finish with 154 yards 
on 27 carries. 
"I thought that our offense 
did all right, except for so 
reany turnovers. The defense 
got us the ball and then we 
turned it over," Clemson coach 
Tommy West said. ~We shot 




OF THE ROAD. 
A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for 
everyone who wants to have more 
fun riding, while becoming a ,J 
better, safer rider. Call 1-800- ^2§&V 
447-4700 to join the class. 





1. North Carolina 











13. William & Mary 
14. Maryland 
15. Santa Clara 
16. Oregon State 
17. Penn State 
18. Harvard 
19. Dartmouth 
20. Texas A&M 
What did 




Did you sweat at a 
job and not just at 
the beach? Then 
you may have 
earned enough to 
owe taxes. To find 
out how taxes 
affect you, call 
the IRS at 
1-800-829-3676 
and ask for free 
Publication 929. 
Feature schedule for: Friday, Sept. 22-Thurs. Sept. 28, 1995 
"Open for matinees Fri. at 3:30pm and Sat. & Sun. at 1:30pm only! 
Matinee discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Seniors get $1.50 off every Mon. & 
 Tues. evening prices, Wed. & Thurs. - College ID. Night 
' ° °.a a ° °.P "^ ° ^t5""13 ° aaoaogjn o a o □ o IZI pq 
Seneca Cinemas 
Hwy 123 Seneca 
Call 882-0000 For Showtimes 
mil 
Ml; 
lacjaaaciaaajciuoug o q q q 
*2:}Q *4:S(n:00 9:15 




For all of those interested in 
learning the steps to creating new 
successful new businesses. 
WED. September 27 at 5:30 
Room 116 Sirrine 
For more information 
Call Jay @ 639-5270 (Anytime) 




EPS NOT EVERY DAT 
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT 
LIKE THAT. 
\ 
All financial companies charge operating fees 
and expenses — some more than others.  Of 
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. 
That way more of your money goes where it should 
— towards building a comfortable future. 
We make low expenses a high priority. 
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on 
serving the needs of educational and research 
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the 
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds 
industries.1 
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. — one of the nation's 
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund 
information — says, "Size isn't a constraint; 
it... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of 
scale."2  According to Morningstar's data, CREF's 
minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was 
less than half that charged by comparable funds.3 
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.s 
aside from a very modest operating expense of 1/4 of 
1% of annuity assets.  Interest and dividends are 
reported after all operating costs have been deducted. 
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's costs "exceptionally 
low. 
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider 
■when you make an investment decision.  While we're 
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare 
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment 
choices, financial expertise, and personal service. 
Because that can make a difference in the long run, 
too. 
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit. 
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to 
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement 
company.   If you'd like to see how our approach can 
help keep more of your money working for you, call 
us at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET, 




M::l™™"^^»- 1995'- Lipper Analytical Servces, Inc., Ufpcr-Dinctor', Analytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Mornl 
UW&. A. Ut the 2,358 vanable annuUy funds tracked by Morningstar, the average fund has annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24 
for periods ending July 31, 1995. A. Standard ci Poor's Insurance Rating Analyju, 1995. 
ingstar. Variable Annuitiu/Life Al 
24%. Source: Morningstar, Inc., 
JaL^o upTdlPneToSr« "^T?0 Cha"Se, ""! "* "°rr^ f°r the filtUrC-  CREF '" * VaAM° —-^ »* itS ™™ « "<* S—eed. The value of your investment 
can go up or down, no matter what expense levels are.  CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services.  For more complete information 
^   .ndudmg charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extens.on 5509, for a prospectus.  Read the prospectus carefully before you mves, or send money   Da"^^ use"' / 
iWMMMIfflllff ""i"^^^^^ • Mfl^^B 
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NEED MONEY? 
Well, don't miss this opportunity 
GET $50 CASH 
FREE 
Every student who applies 
for our special 
low APR VISA in response to this ad 
can receive 
$50 CASH FREE. 
Just mail in 
This Special Student Application 
along with our 
$50 Promotional coupon 
to get the credit you deserve 
9.9% over prime APR 
up to $5,000 credit limit 
No Credit? 
Need Credit? 
No Problem all students qualify I 
Don't Miss This One Time 
Special Student Offer 
Apply TODAY 
c S** 
Credit Card Account Application 
Please Tell Us About Yourself 
Date ol Uinh 
_J Kent 
□ Own 
l Nearest Relative No( Living »'ith You 
Home Phuni: JIIU Area Code 
Please Tell Us About The Co-applicant 
Complete only if applying for a joint account. (For Wisconsin res 
check hercG and provide your spouse's information below.) 
dents: If you are married and applying for individual credil in your name only, 
Middle Initial 
Social ScLunry Numtx-r 
Current Kmployer Annual I ■ 
Employment Information 
C Retired        L~ Selfcmployed (if self-employed, please provide last two years' Federal Income Tax Return) 
Current Kmployer or Business Name 
Business Street Address 
Business Phone and Area Code 
OTHER ANNL'AL INCOME (Income from AJimonv. Child Support, or Mamtenanc 
rcpavment of duscredit request): Sourcc(>Hind Annual Amounts):  
Payments do not have- to be disclosed unless v sidercd as a oasis 
Credit Card Terms and Disclosures 
Annual Percentage Rate 
for Purchases 
17.15% 
Variable Rate Information Your Annual Percentage Rates may vary monthly. The rate 
is determined by adding a margin of 9.9% to the highest 
Prime Rate published in the Money Rates section ot'The 
Wall Street Journal on the third Tuesday of each month. 
Annual Fee No tee the first year. $20 each year thereafter. It you 
accumulate $5,000 ($7,500 for Gold accounts) or more 
in net retail purchases, in any year, your annual fee will 
be waived for the following year. Otherwise, the annual 
fee is just $20 each year thereafter. 
Minimum or Fixed 
Finance Charge 
A fixed fee of $ 1.50 per month is imposed on a closed 
account with a balance. 
Grace Period for 
Repayment of balances for 
Purchases 
You have 25 days to repay your balances before a finance 
charge is imposed (provided you have paid your previous 
balance in full by the due date). 
Method of Computing the 
the Balance for Purchases 
Average Daily Balance Method (including new purchases). 
Transaction Fees for Cash 
Advances and Fees for 
Paying Late 
Cash Advance Fee of 2% or a minimum ot $1.50 not to 
exceed $10.00. Late Payment Fee: $15.00. 
Miscellaneous Credit Information: This information is accurate as July 1, 1994 and is subject to 
change. Please contact Rocky Mountain BankCard at PO Box 5952, Denver, CO 80217 for any 
changes. 
Notice to Married Wisconsin Residents: No provision of any marital property agreement, unilat- 
eral statement under section 766.59 of the Wisconsin statutes or court order under section 766.70, 
adversely affects the interest of First Bank of South Dakota, (National Association), unless the bank, 
prior to the time the credit is granted or an open-end credit plan is entered into, is furnished a copy 
of the Agreement, Statement of Decree, or has actual knowledge of the adverse provision. I under- 
stand you may give notice of any credit transaction to my spouse. IF 1 AM A MARRIED WISCON- 
SIN RESIDENT, CREDIT EXTENDED UNDER THIS ACCOUNT WILL BE INCURRED IN 
THE INTEREST OF MY MARRIAGE OR FAMILY. 
Money Saving Balance Transfers: You can transfer balances from your other credit cards and take 
advantage of a lower introductory APR for up to 6 months. The Annual Percentage Rate on bal- 
ances transferred with the first 30 days is the prime rate plus 9.9 percent for 6 full months following 
the date that your account is opened. Thereafter, the APR on transferred balances is the same cash 
advance rate of prime plus 11.9 percent. Transfer $700 or more and earn a $50 cash bonus. 
Authorization and Application Agreement 
I/We certify that the information provided is true and complete and agree to be bound by all the 
terms and conditions of the Cardholder Agreement and the Federal Truth in Lending Disclosures 
for the account which will be sent when the account is issued. You are authorized to gather whatever 
information you consider necessary and appropriate. If the requested card(s) is granted you are 
authorized to give such information set forth in this application and all other information received 
concerning this application to any others who have a legitimate need for the information. I under- 
stand this is a request for a revolving credit account issued by First Bank of South Dakota (National 
Association) doing business as Rocky Mountain BankCard. 
XA pplicant's signature Date 
X Co-applicant's signature (For joint accounts only) Date 
* 
1) Come to The "tiger. 906 Union. 
2i Fax: 656-4772. 





Deadline: Wednesday, 2 p.m. 
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE 
with SunSplash Tours. Highest 
commissions, lowest prices. 
Campus Reps wanted! Sell 
•~z Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida. 
1-800-426-7710. 
EARN $500 or more weekly  stuff-/ 
ing envelopes at hom& Send long 
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, 
Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779, Denham 
Springs, LA 70727. 
EARN $2500 & Free Spring 
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go 
Free! Best Trips & Prices! 
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Florida! Spring Break Travel! 1- 
800-678-6386. 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at 
home. All materials provided. Send 
SASE to P.O. Box 774, Olathe, KS 
66051. 
$1750 Weekly possible mailing our 
circulars. For info call 301-306- 
1207. 
r~~ PASTA HOUSE Now hiring. 
Waitstaff, bar, Pt/Ft. Excellent 
goumet, Authentic Italiano. Good 
tips. Very classy. Please apply in 
person. 
$1000 FUNDRAISER Fraternities, 
Sororities & Student Organizations. 
You've seen credit card fundraisers 
before, but you've never seen the 
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00 
per application. Call Donna at 1- 
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified 
,   callers receive a FREE camera. 
HELP WANTED Over 100 
Manufacturers need you to assemble 
products at home. Earn $252 to 
$620 weekly. Experience unneces- 
sary. Start immediately. Call 1 -520- 
764-2324. Ext 095-M. 
' jNEEDED Instruction in Microsoft 
Office and Windows '95. Call 656- 
5741. 
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential. 
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free 
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-6691 for 
listings. 
THE GALLEY RESTAURANT 
FINE WATERFRONT DINING. 
GREAT    PAY. FLEXIBLE 
HOURS. ONLY 12 MILES 
FROM CAMPUS. NO SUN- 
DAYS.        EVENINGS    ONLY. 
v NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS. 
' APPLY IN PERSON AT PORT- 
MAN MARINA LAKE 
HARTWELL, ANDERSON. 287- 
3215 or 287-3211. 
Attention Entrepreneurs-At- 
Heart Earn huge commissions and 
pre-paid long distance calling cards 
by helping others reduce their long 
^ distance phone bills. Ideal for full- 
and part-time students. Simple and 
easy. For more information, call toll- 
free 1-800-257-4378 Ext. 21. 
ASSEMBLERS:   Excellent income 
V to assemble products at home.  Info 
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158. 
nnotmcements 
AVOID LONG LINES Have your 
TAPS portrait taken now! Come to 
the 7th Floor University Union. 
Portraits will be made Monday- 
Friday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. through 
September 22. No appointment nec- 
essary. 
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes 
for pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, 
Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll 
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H-6691 
for current listings. 
Attention New Students: If you did 
not purchase a New Student Record, 
it's not too late. Come by room 704 
University Union to purchase a New 
Student Record for $15. 
Speech Communication Club is 
meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 6:30 
p.m. in Daniel 304. New members 
are welcome. 
NEW ENTREPRENEUR CLUB 
For all those interested in learning 
the steps to creating sucessful new 
businesses. For more information 
call Jay (639-5270). 
Last Day Boston Leather!! AH 
wholesale prices. Union Loggia. 
Briefcases, wallets, luggage and 
more! 
JAZZERCISE... No membership 
fee. New students always welcome. 
653-FITT. 
Boleman-Herring, Get Well Soon!! 
From Mike and The Tiger. 
Jason Largey, find me a girl. I got 
the Heisman from Kurt this week, 
go figure. No skills as usual. -Bell 
SWM seeks SF who likes goldfish, 
rubber trees and spankings. Run 
personal in The Tiger if interested. 
iscellanebIS 
^^M"W ersonals 
Student seeks Ethiopian history pro- 
fessor who can actually speak 
English and teach!! Drop by Room 
107 Hardin if you qualify. 
WANTED Any and all inline 
skaters!! No experience necessary. 
For good clean fun, call Mark at 
858-7162 for more information. 
1988 Toyota SRS 5-speed. AC, FM 
Cass. $4000o.b.o. 868-5972. 656- 
5956. 
Last Day Boston Leather!! All 
wholesale prices. Union Loggia. 
Briefcases, wallets, luggage and 
more! 
Do you want to be reunited or con- 
front a one-night stand? You could 
be on a national talk show! Call 
Stacy collect (Right away). 212— 
246—6813 or 212—582-1722, Ext. 
23. 
TIME SAVERS Word processing, 
term papers, professional resumes 
and other various business needs. 
CALL J. Hill at 855-1585. 
Last Day Boston Leather!! All 
wholesale prices. Union Loggia. 
Briefcases, wallets, luggage and 
more! 
Free Checking 
Get-{he Account Based en 
the Complicated ^Principle of 
Otydent Time Management 
feankh 
The Wachovia College AccoiMi-t 
If you've go, better things ,„ do than worry abon, banking, the Wachovia College Account was designed with you in mind 
We make „ easy, vnth free checking and a Banking Card with Visa Check, for free transactions at all Wachovia ATMs Your card 
. aso accepted everywhere drey take Visa! for payment direcdy from your checking account. Plus, you can apply for special 
a, lege pvercW.protectionc™fo card and savings accounts. Its easy as pie. Because, after ah, mere's more to lite uJbarddn, 
No Hassles. No Kidding. Oh Yeah. Free Checking. S 




The Tiger September 22,1995 
Georgia edges Clemson 
continued from 7A  
goal of their own and both 
teams headed to the locker 
room tied 10-10. 
Opening the second half, 
the Bulldogs immediately 
drove down the field behind 
the performance of Torin 
Kirtsey wiio racked up 195 
total rushing yards. Georgia 
settled for a field goal attempt 
that was blocked by Brian 
Dawkins. 
The Clemson offense was 
halted twice and forced to 
punt. The Bulldogs eventually 
cashed in on a 29-yard touch- 
down pass to Philip Daniels. 
Clemson special teams contin- 
ued to play well as Georgia's 
extra point attempt was 
blocked. 
The Bulldogs kicked 
another field goal shortly 
before the third quarter ended, 
giving the Bulldogs a 19-10 
advantage. The Tigers struck 
back quickly with Smith once 
again as he broke away for a 
24-yard gain that set up his 6- 
yard touchdown run. 
The Bulldogs stepped up in 
the fourth quaiier by control- 
ling the clock and keeping the 
Tiger offense off the field. 
Clemson had just two drives in 
the final quarter. 
The final drive by the Tiger 
offense ended on a fourth 
down play when Nealon 
Greene carried the ball out of 
bounds three yards shy of the 
first down. 
"When it came down to the 
fourth quarter, we didn't get 
the job done and they did," said 
West. 
Kirtsey's 195 yards led the 
Georgia running game. 
Calloway added 31 yards on 
six carries with his touchdown. 
Quarterback Brian Smith went 
13-22 for 156 yards and a 
touchdown. Whit Marshall led 
Georgia with 13 tackles. 
"I thought this was the best 
offensive and defensive line we 
played against," said West. 
"They're   [Georgia]   experi- 
enced and that's what it came 
down to. I thought their offen- 
sive line did a nice job." 
Clemson's running game 
was led once again by Priester, 
who had 16 carries for 72 
yards. Smith had 12 carries for 
60 yards and two touchdowns. 
Nealon Greene was just 6-14 
for 51 passing yards and was 
intercepted once. He rushed 
nine times for 48 yards. 
"I think Nealon played a 
pretty good ball game," said 
Smith. "I don't think people 
should criticize him for what 
he did. To me, it looked liked 
no one was open." 
Leomont Evans and 
Anthony Simmons led the 
Tiger defense with 15 tackles. 
Tony Home had two catch- 
es for 35 yards for the Tigers' 
receiving corps. Antwuan 
Wyatt was limited to one catch 
for just one yard. 
Clemson enters the open 
date weekend with an overall 
record of 3-3. The Tigers play 
at Maryland on October 22. 
'■ 
'-< 
Tyrone Walker/head photographer 
Attention all Transportation & 
Logistics, Management, Marketing, 
and Communications Majors! 
We are Central Transport, one of the top ten LTL motor 
carriers in the United States. We hire college graduates in 
the above disciplines, train them in operations, and provide 
them with opportunities for advancement into rales, logistics, 
management, and more. We will be conducting on-campus 
interviews on: 
November 9,1995 
If you would like to know more about us and be considered 
for our interview schedule, sign up at the placement office. 
We look forward to seeing you there! 
Central Transport, Inc. 
P.O. Box 80 




An open road to opportunity 
This 
Wed 
The Tigers have an open date this weekend. 
They travel to Maryland to play the 
Terrapins on October 22. 
nmnxn if ■■■■■■■■ii *» 
COMIC BOOK SALE! 
Approx. 20,000 books at 50<£ each 
Approx. 5,000 books at 70% off 
B&D's SPORTS CARDS AND COMICS 
1350-D Crestview Rd. 
Easley, SC 29642 
(803) 855-0235 
in TniiiiiiniinniiiiH 
INTRO C   I   N   G 
DISPOSABLE COLORS 
C   0   H   T   A   (   I     LENSES 
Entrepreneur 
Club 
Jill Burroughs is going to 
discuss the parameters of setting 
up a business in South Carolina. 
She will answer: "What you need to do. & 









"For vision correction or just for fun, it's a little 
change that doesn't cost a lot."  
CMA 
Clemson Vision Center 
A DIVISION OF CAROLINA MULTISPECIALITY ASSOCIATES, P.A. 
24 Hour Emergency Eye Medical Treatment 
370 COLLEGE AVENUE • CLEMSON, SC 
654-7980 
Dr. Harold B. Bell 
Dr. William T. Nimmons 
8:30-5, M-F 
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Kirtsey, Georgia 
run past Tigers 
continued from 7A  
"It's a similar play [to 
FSU's]," said Evans. "It's the 
same kind of draw actually, 
but they were cutting it back a 
little more than Florida State 
was." 
Until Saturday, Kirtsey had 
only 37 carries for 111 yards 
in his career at Georgia. 
"We saw him a little bit, 
but we really didn't know who 
was going to run the ball," said 
Evans. "I think he's a pretty 
tough back. He's deceiving 
with his size, but he's pretty 
tough to tackle." 
The Bulldogs held a siz- 
able advantage in time of pos- 
session, leaving the Clemson 
defense on the field for long 
stretches. Tiger safety Brian 
Dawkins puts the weight of 
the blame on the defense 
rather than the offense. 
"It wasn't the offense, it 
was us," said Dawkins. "We 
couldn't do our job on 
defense. Three and out is what 
we want to do. We didn't do 
our job and Georgia came to 
play ball." 
"Everytime, coming 
around third down, someone 
would fail on doing their job," 
said Evans. 
"We need to cut back on 
the mistakes and keep it tight 
on third down." 
Despite the fact that the 
defense was on the field for a 
long time, Dawkins refused to 
blame fatigue for Kirtsey's big 
day. Instead, he gave Kirtsey 
the bulk of the credit. 
"I think the main thing was 
that he was breaking tackles," 
said Dawkins. "I cnn't speak 
for the rest of the guyc but I 
wasn't really fatigued out 
there. He was just breaking a 
lot of tackles. He was a hard 
runner. You have to give [the 
credit] to him. 
"Whenever he saw a hole, 
he would just get up in there 
and break a tackle and after he 
breaks that tackle, that's the 
difference between a two-yard 
gain and an eight-yard gain," 
said Dawkins. 
Evans and Dawkins are 
confident that the team will 
bounce back from the loss and 
be ready for the next game. 
"I'm hurt by the loss, but I 
think everybody will come 
back strong," said Evans. 
"With the open date, we 
can come back after that and 
play good football again." 
"I think if we can cut out 
the mistakes and make better 
mental preparation for the 





Call for info. 
Dancing, Music & Fun 
after Friday Night Dinner 
Hwy 93«across from Bi-Lo 
654-RIBS 
Open Sundays at 4 pm 
Food Service Support 
For CU students, flexible schedule; 
Call Mr. Comire at CU Outdoor Lab, 
4 miles from campus-646-7502. 
Pfanef Earfh Bicycles, Tnc, 
GRAND OPENING 
Lifetime Free Service With Purchase Of Any Bike 
Full Repair Department With Guaranteed Work 
Mountain Bikes 
BMX   &  FVecsfyfo  Cruisers 
Road  SkftfcborV-rJs 
Open 6 Days A Week To Beffer Serve You 
Map To Planel  Earth 
ioMoonr:s:ooapym. 
Saturday 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
RALEIGH-USA 
Pfanef Earfn Bicycles, Inc. 
1114B Salem Church Road 
Anderson, Soulh Carolina 29621 
(803) 225-9725 
fij* 
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Go to the informa- 
tion desk in the log- 
gia and place an ad 
in The Tiger! Only 





Free Haircut and Style 
with Chemical Services 
(Perms/Highlights/Color) 
HAIR BIZ    654-0627 Offer expires Nov. 10,1995 
Lunch in 19 Minutes 
or it's free! 
Hiffere Place will guarantee 
your lunch will be delivered 
to your table in 19 minutes 
or you don't pay] 
$ § • 
4UD College Avenue'(the SVops ofXffiedjeVWce) 
Formerly W.J. Brea's Restaurant 
653-7522 
Offer good Monday-Friday from 11j/X>am-2:OOpm. 
Clock starts from the time you^place your order. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY'S BROOKS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
THIRD ANNUAL FESTIVAL 




Wednesday, October 11 
• 1 p.m. 
Teleconference: "Affirmative Action Under 
Siege: What's at Stake for Our Campuses, 
Careers and Communities." Brooks Theatre. 
Tickets: $2 
• 7 p.m. 
Opening Ceremony and the Phillis Wheatley 
Repertory Theatre in HI Victory is Won. 
Brooks Theatre. Tickets: General Admission 
$10; Senior Citizens/Youth $8 
Thursday, October 12 
• 9:30 a.m. 
*Tri-ART performance with jazz pianist 
Marcus Roberts. Brooks Theatre. All grade 
levels 
• 8 p.m. 
Marcus Roberts featured in the Dizzy 
Gillespie Memorial Jazz Concert. Brooks 
Theatre. Tickets: General Admission $12.50; 
Senior Citizens/Youth $10 
Friday, October 13 
• 9:30 a.m. 
"Tri-Art performance of Zora (a play about 
the life of the literary "Queen of the 
Renaissance," Zora Neale Hurston). Brooks 
Theatre. Grades 11 and above 
• 4 p.m. 
"Building Bridges and Breaking Barriers," a 
panel discussion featuring Clemson 
University's African American alumni; co- 
moderators: Beryl Dakers, SCETV, and Andre 
Stanley 77. Strom Thurmond Institute. FREE 
• 8 p.m. 
Play: Zora. Brooks Theatre. Tickets: General 
Admission $10; Senior Citizens/Youth $8 
Saturday, October 14 
• 9 a.m. & 2 p.m. 
Gospel Clinic and Workshop with Avis Graves 
Welfare Baptist Church, Belton, S.C, 
Sponsored by Friends of FAALA, Clemson 
Gospel Choirand the Brothers of Omega Psi 
Phi Fraternity, Inc. FREE 
• 10 a.m. 
Vendor's Market. Colby Brooks Walkway. 
Sponsored by Friends of FAALA. FREE 
• 8 p.m. 
Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble. Brooks 
Theatre. Tickets: General Admission $15; 
Senior Citizens/Youth $12.50 
Sunday, October 15 
• 8:30 a.m. 
Interfaith Breakfast. Holiday Inn, 
Clemson. Sponsored by Friends of 
FAALA. Tickets: $7, call (803) 855-2072 
• 4:30 p.m. 
Gospel Showcase. Welfare Baptist Church, 
Belton, S.C. Sponsored by Friends of FAALA, 
Clemson Gospel Choirand the Brothers of 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. FREE 
For festival brochure and ticket information, call (803) 
656-RSVP (7787). Special rates available for groups 
of 10 or more. AH programming is subject to change. 
*Tri-ART is the Brooks Center's model outreach 
program for elementary and secondary school 
students. 
OCTOBER 11-15, 1995 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
More to Mark Your 
Calendars For... 
The Clemson Players present their entry into 
the Kennedy Center American College Theatre 
Festival with The American Car, an original 
play by student playwright John Fagan, 
October 30- November 5. Using a mix of 
narrative and dramatic action, Fagan has 
crafted this play as a compelling and 
humorous portrait of a contemporary blue 
collar family and leads the audience to a 
discovery of true American values. 
Put some magic in your life when the Friends 
of the Brooks Center host the first annual 
Holiday Magic Ball on Friday, December 8, 
1995, at Clemson University's new Madren 
Center. Look for your invitation 
to the party of the year. 
Shakespeare's Shakln' 
, Up Clemson, February 
" 28-March15,1996, 
* when the Fifth Annual 
■ Clemson Shakespeare 
Festival explores the 
*   theme "From 
Shakespeare's Giobe to the 
Global Shakespeare." For 
information about special FREE workshops 
for teachers, call (803) 654-6266. 
It's not too late to subscribe and save. Call 
(803) 656-RSVP (7787). 





continued from 7A  
it hurts." 
Kramer had not been 
sacked in 104 pass attempts 
until Kragen broke through the 
line, hit Kramer's arm as he 
was trying to pass, then 
jumped on the ball at the 1 and 
-pushed into the end zone. 
The play, with 13:52 
remaining, stunned the crowd 
at Soldier Field and gave the 
Panthers 20-17 lead against the 
sluggish Bears (3-2). 
Nate Lewis returned the 
kickoff 34 yards and Kramer 
then took the Bears 51 yards. 
He hit Green on a key third- 
down pass of 14 yards and then 
on a third-and-goal from the 1, 
he faked and flipped the scor- 
ing pass to Ryan Wetnight with 
9:22 left. 
Chicago rookie Rashaan 
Salaam, celebrating is 21st 
birthday, got his first 100-yard 
game as a pro, gaining  105 
yards on 28 carries. 
Kevin Butler's 23-yard 
field goal gave the Bears a 17- 
13 lead late in the third quarter. 
Keith Jennings' juggling 1- 
yard touchdown catch with 
1:04 left in the first half put the 
Bears ahead 14-10. 
The Panthers, behind a 24- 
yard pass from rookie quarter- 
back Kerry Collins to Don 
Beebe, then moved into posi- 
tion for a 49-yard field goal by 
John Kasay with three seconds 
to go in the half, cutting the 
lead to a point. 
"I don't think there is a guy 
in the locker room who is not 
angry and mad and just ready 
to blow up," Collins said. 
"But, how do you respond? 
What we have to do is regroup 
and focus all that energy, that 
anger, that frustration and hope 




Open to all Clemson 
students! 
212 Daniel Hall 
Call 656-3280 for an 
appointment! 
Do you want to earn 
$$EXTRA MONEY$$ 
in the evenings? 
A Clemson Based Marketing Research Firm is 
looking for courteous, responsible people to collect 
data part-time. Must have good phone voice. No 
selling involved! Must be 18 or older. Hours: M-Th, 
5-9 pm; Sat., 1-5; Sun. 2-8. Starting at $5.50 per 
hour. Call Cheryl or Pam at (803) 654-2873. 
.-par 5 Cafe. 
SOUPS, SALADS, SANDWICHES 
NOW HIRING 
Waitstaff, Cooks, and Drivers 
Apply in person. 653-PAR5 • 654-5555 
Hwy 123, East Park Plaza (Across from the new Days Inn) 
GREEK  GALLERY 
353 COLLEGE AVE. CLEMSON 
654-6784  
COUPON SALE 
FINE FOODAHD SPIRITS 
Downtown Greenville, 233 N. Main, 271-1400 
*Must bring coupon with 
Clemson ID to receive discount. 
Expires Oct. 31, 1995. 




WITH THIS COUPON 







WITH THIS COUPON 
? A Familiar with desktop publishing? 
If you answered yes to one or both of these 
questions, call 656-2150 today! 
The Tiger will be holding 
elections for the following 
positions on Sunday, Oct. 15 
at 8:30 p.m. in 904 Union. 
Advertising Production Manager 
Layout/Design Coordinator 
Come to 906 Union to fill out an 
application by Friday, Oct. 13, if you 
are interested. 
Do you have'desktop publishingexperience or 
want to learn? 
THE TIGER has immediate paid 
openings for Layout Oesign. 






• Free pregnancy test 
• Free one-on-one counseling 
• 24 Hour Hotline 
• Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm 
• Strictly confidential 
• Close - Downtown Seneca 
Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center 
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101 
(Nimmons Building) 
Seneca, S.C. 29678 
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